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About the cover

The cover graphic shows the geographical variability of
local temporal correlations between monthly mean
values of sea surface temperature (SST) and outgoing
longwave radiation (OLR) across the tropical Pacific
and Indian Oceans. The ±0.4 correlation contours are
plotted, and regions where the correlation exceeds ±0.6
are hatched (positive) or stippled (negative).

Large positive correlations occur in areas that are nearly
cloud-free, where most of the variability of OLR is
associated with seasonal variations in the underlying
surface temperature; hence warm SST is associated with
high values of OLR. Large negative correlations occur
where OLR variability represents fluctuations in high
clouds, with warm SST associated with increased
cloudiness and therefore (because the cloud tops are
cold), lower OLR.

The plot was produced on a PostScript printer by Peter
Nelson and David S. Gutzler of Atmospheric and
Environmental Research, Inc., in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. NCAR Graphics packages EZMAP and
EZMAPA were used to solid-fill the land areas.
CONREC was used to draw the contours and define the
regions of hatching and stippling, which were filled by
the GKS routine GFA. In addition, the EZMAP routine
MAPEOD was modified to eliminate some of the
islands in the western Pacific (the Philippines have
disappeared) for the sake of clarity.

SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic submissions.
Please send your graphic, along with a description that
includes the SCD facilities and software used, to Christine
Guzy, NCAR/SCD, P.O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO, 80307-3000,
or send e-mail to guzy@ncar.ucar.edu, or call Christine at
(303) 497-1826.
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The SCD Director's Column for this month is an
interview with Bill Buzbee that was conducted by
Bob Henson, interim editor of Staff Notes (SN),
NCAR's weekly staff newsletter.

SN: SCD is well-known among NCAR's scientific
divisions for its strong service orientation. How
do you solicit feedback and gauge your success in
providing resources, both on- and off-site?

BB: Indeed, we have a strong service orientation
within the division. We put a high priority on
service, and we have several ways to get feedback
concerning it. Every time one of our university
users finishes a project, they do a project
completion report. These reports have provided us
with lots of useful information. We have the
monthly SCD Users' Group, attended primarily by
people within NCAR. Certainly that group
provides us with valuable input. We have an
advisory panel that meets twice a year, and we
have a number of other "local" committees: an
advisory committee for the Mass Storage System
(MSS), an NCAR Graphics users' group, a
computer output committee, and so on. Occasion-
ally we form special committees to assist us. For
example, this past January we put together a
technical advisory committee to review our plans
for "The Path to UNIX" [the program to convert
NCAR's computers to the UNIX operating
system].

We get feedback from many sources, which we
greatly benefit from and want. If there are any
users who feel that there is no forum for them to
be heard, I'd like to hear from them. It's from the
users who wrestle with the system on a day-to-day
basis that we get some of our most valuable
insights as to areas that need attention.

SN: How do you help university users scattered
across the country feel connected to SCD?

BB: We have our users' conference every 12 to
18 months. We had a site liaison workshop last
year, which was specifically targeted to
universities where there is substantial usage. We
brought one person here from each of those
campuses to educate them on current events and,
to some extent, make them local experts to provide

information to other people at their campuses.

Typically, we make two trips a year to
universities. Ginger Caldwell [head of User
Services], Joe Choy [head of Distributed
Computing], and I will go out and visit three or
four campuses on a single trip. It's always good
to see the people in their natural habitat, to get
acquainted with them, and see what they're
working with.

SN: What are the notable similarities you find
among university departments that use SCD
resources?

BB: I'm struck by the critical role that NCAR
computing plays in their research. At the
universities we have visited, most of the
meteorological departments have very limited
computing capacities-usually a small VAX or
something of that sort. These are good word-
processing machines, but you couldn't do an
interesting climate or forecast simulation on one if
you had to. So, for those researchers whose
lifeblood is modeling, NCAR is very important to
their careers. Through our supercomputers, they
can do a lot of the work they want to do.

SN: Among the disciplines that use NCAR
computing facilities, oceanography and climate
modeling have become the leaders. Is this due to
the massive demands of global-scale modeling?
What are some other major trends in usage?

BB: The dominant users today are, in fact,
climate, oceanography, and mesoscale modeling,
but coming up fast now is atmospheric chemistry
[due to new models that couple chemical species
and atmospheric processes]. Certainly any time
you're dealing with global simulation, you're
immediately faced with issues of resolution.
Generally speaking, people would like much
higher resolution than they can get today, and the
next generation of computers, we think, will get to
those levels.

People are also beginning to want coupled
models--atmosphere/ocean and other things.
Those, too, take enormous amounts of computing.
They're marginally doable today on a CRAY

I
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X-MP/48; on a next-generation supercomputer,
they should be routinely doable.

Finally, there's the problem of parameterization.
People would like to do it more precisely than they
do today, and that implies more computing time.
So when we look at what the next-generation
supercomputer will make possible, we see those
three things: higher resolution, coupled models,
and improved parameterization.

SN: What kinds of increases in power will be
realized with the next generation of
supercomputers, expected in the early- to mid-
1990s?

BB: A factor of 5 to 10, with memories of at least
256 million words. The memory on the X-MP/48
is only 8 million [words] local; the SSD [Solid-
state Storage Device] gives us another 256 million,
but we have to program it as a disk, which is a
really tedious thing to deal with. The next
generation of memory will be directly addressable.

If you do multitasking with the next generation of
machine [using parallel processors], you can get an
order-of-magnitude increase in speed and you'll
have a directly addressable memory, which will
greatly simplify model development.

SN: What is the status of shavano (the CRAY
X-MP/18 computer leased to NCAR)? Is it
performing well? How long will NCAR keep it?

BB: It is, I would say, performing well. We are
just beginning to get the fastpath operational. The
fastpath is a communications link to the MSS
whereby we can move large files back and forth
quickly. We have it already on the X-MP/48.
That's going to make the X-MP/18 a lot more
usable than it has been thus far.

We're seeing some interesting things done with
shavano, particularly in the area of interactive
graphics and adaptive meshes in three dimensions.
I anticipate we'll see other things done.

Everything is on schedule, as we hoped it would
be. We believe we'll be able to keep shavano at
least through the spring of 1990 and perhaps
through the summer. I believe the benefits of

UNIX are so compelling that we'll decide to
convert the X-MP/48 to UNICOS, but formally,
that decision has not been made, and the users
have a big voice in it.

SN: How are SCD's visualization systems
progressing?

BB: We are making steady improvements in the
UNIX version of the NCAR Graphics package. I
think it'll probably become the most popular
software package ever offered at NCAR. We've
added significant improvements recently in the
form of color contours, new fonts, and things of
that sort. We're very fortunate to be working with
Digital [Equipment Corporation] on a visualization
research project. Digital is providing high-end
workstations for us and MMM [the Mesoscale and
Microscale Meteorology Division]. We're
providing expertise and software.

Visualization is really a complex technology. It
has tremendous benefits because it greatly
accelerates the rate at which we can analyze and
comprehend the results of simulations. It is
nontrivial to provide in the quality that we want,
and I think it'll probably prove nontrivial to use,
but any state-of-the-art center will have it in the
1990s. Centers that don't have it will be at a
competitive disadvantage against those that do.

SN: What are some of your thoughts on the future
of computing in general?

BB: Today, computing is fundamental to the
practice of science and engineering. Put another
way, any organization that aspires to leadership in
research must have leading-edge computing
capability. Almost all of the priority research
areas at NCAR make extensive use of
supercomputers, and the next generation of
supercomputers will give this community,,perhaps
for the first time, computing power that is
adequate to their needs. Further, the transition to
UNIX sets the stage for a rich distributed
computing environment coupling powerful
workstations, supercomputers, mass storage,
graphics, and the like. If we get a next-generation
supercomputer, then there is no question in my
mind that NCAR will be a hotbed of scientific
research and progress in the 1990s.
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SCD updates User Conference participants on global
change, UNICOS, and graphics

by Juli Rew

SCD hosted its seventh User Conference in Boulder
on August 9-11. More than 120 participants from
universities, government, private institutions, and
NCAR attended briefings on SCD progress.

Key discussion areas included plans for NCAR's
computational role in global change research, early use
of SCD's new CRAY X-MP/18 computer under the
UNICOS operating system, local and national
networking activities, and graphics development at
NCAR.

UCAR President Rick Anthes welcomed the
conference attendees and gave them an overview of
UCAR projects and their possible relationship to
NCAR/SCD activities. UCAR, NCAR's parent
corporation made up of a consortium of 58 universities
with graduate programs in the atmospheric and related
sciences, has expanded in recent years.

"Where there are common goals and coordination,"
Anthes said, "this expansion has good potential for the
sharing of resources between SCD and UCAR."
Examples include the Institute for Naval
Oceanography (INO), with potential for exchange of
ocean datasets, and the Office for Interdisciplinary
Earth Studies (OIES), which is spearheading UCAR's
planning for global change research. The UCAR
Foundation was established in 1986 to transfer UCAR-
generated intellectual property to other organizations
through licensing, Anthes said. Revenues thus
generated can be plowed back into UCAR scientific
research. SCD research has resulted in two such
properties: the NCAR Graphics Package, and a
contract with Mesa Archival Systems of Boulder,
Colo., to refine and market SCD's data archiving
system. Unidata is another UCAR initiative and is
aimed at developing data management systems for the
display of real-time weather on workstations in the
university community.

Anthes concluded with a report on planning for the
Climate Systems Modeling Project. Many climate

researchers are now confident that a global warming
trend is likely in the next 50 years. Since the
warming will not occur uniformly all over the world,
planners need climate information specific to their
own region. The first Climate Systems Modeling
Initiative workshop was held at NCAR in January
1989 to bring together the expertise needed to begin a

"Continued progress in
climate research will require
enormous computational
power."

research effort to predict global and regional change,
with a focus on the effects of increasing greenhouse
gases. Such an initiative needs a dedicated
supercomputer, strong university involvement, strong
participation by NCAR, coordination with the Global
Change Program, and international cooperation,
Anthes concluded.

The need for modeling global climate

Present atmospheric models are extremely complex
and well developed, reported Warren Washington,
director of the Climate and Global Dynamics (CGD)
Division at NCAR. Washington spoke about the need
to upgrade ocean and hydrological models to the same
level and to couple them together, in order to achieve
realistic climate models. Continued progress in
climate research will require enormous computational
power. Washington accompanied his talk with a
videotape of model results of ocean temperature
simulations. The movie graphically demonstrated that
the most serious effects of global warming will be felt
at the polar latitudes first. Possible consequences
include melting of polar ice and rising sea levels at the
coastlines. Programmer Tom Bettge (CGD) was
assisted by Jeff Yost of the National Center for
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Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) in Illinois in
creating the movie. Each frame required 10 minutes
on an Alliant FX/8 super-minicomputer dedicated to
this task.

The demand for climate information is growing
rapidly. Michel Verstraete of OIES discussed the
scientific issues of global change over the next 50
years and the computer requirements for studying
them. Taking the position of devil's advocate, he
asked "What's the problem? Aren't climate changes
in the remote future?" He stressed that the climate is
indeed expected to change, mostly through human-
induced effects, at a rate faster than any climate
change observable in the paleo-record. Pollution is
changing the atmospheric composition, the greenhouse
effect is changing the air temperature, and loss of
habitat is causing extinction of species.

Verstraete outlined the many obstacles scientists face
as they work to understand changes in the atmosphere,
the oceans, the cryosphere (ice sheets), and the
biosphere (living systems). In addition to the
computer requirements of coupled models mentioned
previously by Warren Washington, he said we need to

Michel Verstraete of the UCAR Office for Interdisciplinary
Earth Studies describes the challenges that face scientists
studying global change.

be able to incorporate vast quantities of data that will
be gathered by remote sensing satellites. In the
computing arena, improvements are needed in
numerical algorithms, revisions of models are needed

Buzbee predicted that during
the 1990s, supercomputing
will become synonymous with
parallel processing.

to take advantage of the vector and multiprocessing
capabilities of the new supercomputers, schemes are
needed for concisely visualizing the scientific data
obtained, and methods of handling and archiving large
datasets are required.

SCD: Keeping up with the pace

SCD director Bill Buzbee reported on the status of
SCD's computing facilities and on the division's
efforts to integrate the UNIX operating system. SCD

in April acquired a CRAY X-MP/18 with
UNICOS, Cray's UNIX-based operating system.
It offers the advantages of interactive
supercomputing and debugging and is earning
praise from early users (see user experiences
section below).

Integration of the CRAY X-MP/18 is

proceeding on schedule, and it is expected to
become available for general use in the fall of
1989. "We could become an all-UNIX shop in
12 to 18 months," Buzbee said.

Buzbee predicted that during the 1990s,
supercomputing will become synonymous with
parallel processing. Supercomputers like the
Crays may one day feature up to 16 powerful
processors. Another alternative is to link
thousands of small, slow processors in tandem
to achieve similar results. As a participant in
the Center for Applied Parallel Processing
(CAPP) SCD is also exploring the latter option
by operating an 8192-processor Connection
Machine awarded to CAPP in September 1988
for parallel processing research.
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Buzbee also reported on communications upgrades
that now link all the NCAR Boulder sites and new
software such as the Internet Remote Job Entry (IRJE)
System and the MASnet/Internet Gateway Server
(MIGS) that gives remote users unprecedented ease of
access to NCAR computing facilities. "Most exciting
is all the new links to national networks," he said.
NCAR is a node on the NSFNET backbone, which has
met its phase I goal of running at T1 speeds (1.45
Mbps). Other advances are in the offing for storage
media and output devices such as laser printers and
color film recorders. NCAR expects to approach a
state-of-the-art color film capability in approximately
one year.

Early use of shavano

Dick Valent, head of the SCD Software Libraries
Group, reported that the new CRAY X-MP/18 running
UNICOS (Internet name shavano) now has about 24
users. SCD chose the option of testing UNICOS on
shavano rather than as a guest
operating system on the CRAY
X-MP/48. Shavano is NCAR's
first interactive supercomputer,
although it also provides a
batch job capability called NQS
(Network Queuing System).
Users are being added
gradually. In selecting users,
SCD had to limit the amount of
I/O that jobs could require.
SCD then provided one-on-one
assistance to familiarize these
users with UNICOS and
convert their models from the
COS operating system if
necessary. A second group of
users is now beginning to run
jobs.

"Some users have experienced Dick Valent (SCD) d
problems with transferring data COS-to-UNICOS pro
to the Mass Storage System assigned to interacti'
(MSS) via the Mainframe and
Server Network (MASnet)," Valent said. "When the
direct high-speed link (known as the "fastpath") with
the MSS is installed in October, shavano's I/O
problem should be greatly alleviated. Other I/O
problems have stemmed mainly from the fact that

UNICOS (and UNIX) discourage the use of multiple-
file datasets, requiring many of the initial users to
restructure their datasets."

User experiences on shavano

Three users of shavano spoke during the conference
about their experiences. Joe Klemp (Mesoscale and
Microscale Meteorology Division) said that Bill
Skamarock (also of MMM) and he were ready with a
three-dimensional adaptive-grid thunderstorm model
when shavano came along. "We wanted an interactive
supercomputer and an interactive graphics capability.
The UNIX operating system and X Window provided
that," Klemp said.

In order to simulate a particular small-scale feature in
their model, Klemp and Skamarock increase the
resolution in that area and concentrate the calculations
there. This method is more economical than
increasing the resolution of the whole model. In an

escribes how SCD staff assisted early shavano users with
gram conversion. He also discussed how priorities were
ve and batch jobs.

interactive mode, they could select areas for increased
resolution as the thunderstorm evolved.

Skamarock was already familiar with UNIX, which
enabled theirs to be one of the first big jobs- to run on
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shavano. "We had some pain and suffering, but most
of our issues were worked out in a timely way, thanks
to diligent and expert assistance from Dan Anderson
of SCD," Klemp said. He and Skamarock were very
pleased with having shavano "all to themselves" for a
while, and expressed the opinion that scientists can be
more productive if their computing tasks are not
stretched out over several batch runs.

Cicely Ridley of the High Altitude Observatory
(HAO) also praised shavano. She works with Ray
Roble (HAO) and Bob Dickinson (CGD) on a three-
dimensional model of the thermosphere used by over
100 scientists in the community. "We were anxious to
gain UNICOS experience and free computer time,"
Ridley said, "while at the same time we were
concerned about getting competing projects done."
She experienced some problems with data flow to and
from shavano, which were satisfactorily worked out.
She replaced her Fortran-callable Job Control
Language with a UNIX shell script. She believes
there is a need for a "library" of shell scripts for
common tasks. Assisting from SCD on this project
were Sandy Walker, Dick Valent, Adrianne Link, and
Tom Parker. "By using unblocked datasets, we
achieved an execution time as fast as with the CRAY
X-MP/48," Ridley
concluded.

Stacy Walters of the
Atmospheric Chemistry
Division (ACD) ran two
models on shavano, a two-
dimensional set of time-
dependent continuity
equations describing
chemically active
atmospheric compounds,
and a three-dimensional
version. For the 2-D
model, Walters usually
runs a 20- to 100-year
simulation at a time,
requiring 5 hours of CPU
time on shavano. For the
3-D model, he usually runs
a six-month simulation that
requires 12 to 14 hours of
CPU time on shavano. He Joe Choy (SCD) shows cc
ran into a problem with interactive graphics.

trying to use an old routine written in Cray Assembly
Language, but was assisted by Sandy Walker of SCD.

Walters reported, "the interactive capabilities of
shavano and its UNIX operating system allowed for
great flexibility during the development of these
models. Running them on shavano improved my
productivity by a factor of two to four." While very
happy with shavano, he thinks most of the obstacles
he encountered are associated with shavano's lack of
secondary storage (it does not have a Solid-state
Storage Device (SSD) like the one on the CRAY
X-MP/48).

Networking update

The world of networking has changed noticeably in
the past two years, and it has provided increased
accessibility and reliability, according to Joe Choy,
manager of the SCD Distributed Computing Section.
Choy reported on recent activities of the Federal
Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering and
Technology (FCCSET) and the Federal Research
Internet Coordinating Committee (FRICC). The
FCCSET in May released a new report detailing the
plans for implementing a national computing initiative,

nference participants how the X Window System supports
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entitled "National High Performance Computing
Initiative Research and Development Implementation
Plan." Legislation has been introduced to provide
funding for this initiative beginning in FY90. The
FRICC has developed a plan for a National Research
and Education Network (NREN) that will link about
1300 institutions, including commercial scientific
research establishments, via high-speed
communications. Stage 1 calls for T1 (1.45 Mbps)
speeds, Stage 2 calls for T3 (45 Mbps) speeds, and
Stage 3 calls for multigigabit networking speeds. The
phase II NSFNET goal is to achieve T3 (45 Mbps)
networking in the early 1990s. A new National
Network Testbed has been set up to test new
technology and evolve toward the Research
Interagency Backbone (RIB). In the 1990s, the RIB
and NSFNET will be merged to achieve Stage 2 of the
NREN.

Choy also outlined recent SCD networking
improvements, including new TCP/IP software for the
IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer, and a new
Ethernet terminal server that will enable users to
access NCAR via the PACX port selection device and
to select a class to reach shavano.

The next-generation supercomputer

"A more powerful computer expands the set of
tractable simulations and thus yields new scientific
understanding." Bill Buzbee reported on this and
other comments from scientists who were being
surveyed on the need for a new supercomputer at
NCAR. He outlined some of the scientific gains made
possible by the CRAY X-MP/48, and reported on
plans to acquire a next-generation supercomputer.
Buzbee noted that it is important for the atmospheric
sciences to have a dedicated supercomputer because
they have unique requirements for large models and
extremely large datasets. NCAR also has the benefits
of a tailored computing environment and peer
allocation and control.

New advances in graphics at NCAR

Basil Irwin, head of the SCD Distributed Systems
Group, reported on the Sun/UNIX Dicomed Online
Operating System (SUDOOS) for NCAR's Dicomed
graphic recorders. The system features color slide and
movie capabilities, as well as the ability to convert

It is important for the
atmospheric sciences to have
a dedicated supercomputer
because they have unique
requirements for large
models and extremely large
datasets.

between different forms of graphics files. In the
future, the system will use a second Sun controller,
faster film to speed the recording of raster images, a
second Dicomed color camera, and the integration into
the system of the two existing black-and-white
Dicomed cameras.

Bob Lackman, head of the SCD Scientific
Visualization Group, discussed the seven new utilities
in NCAR Graphics Version 3.00, to be released on
November 1. The package includes utilities for
drawing black-and-white or color contour plots
(CONPACK), drawing high-quality characters
(PLOTCHAR), drawing bars (LABELBAR), filling
polygons (SOFTFILL), converting from one color
space to another (COLCONV), segmenting pictures
for movies (GFLASH), and making movie titles
(STITLE). Lackman also discussed the preliminary
plans for SCD's transition from the black-and-white
Dicomed film recorders to the new SUDOOS system,
which supports the Graphical Kernel System (GKS).
Watch future issues of the SCD Computing News for
announcements of the transition schedule.

Don Middleton of the Scientific Visualization Group
at NCAR discussed national efforts to move toward
the new Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive
Graphical Standard (PHIGS) and toward three-
dimensional graphics. The NCARGraphics Package
will continue to evolve toward this standard, although
it is expected that support for the Graphical Kernel
System will continue "indefinitely." The current two-
dimensional NCAR Graphics Package will be "frozen"
after Version 4.00, and a new three-dimensional
version developed. Some of the users noted a need
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Participants use special color filters to view the three-dimensional effects produced
by PolyPaint software.

for a catalog of existing software for graphics on
workstations.

Middleton also discussed NCAR View, a new
collection of tools for interactively viewing and
editing the graphical objects created with NCAR
Graphics. NCAR View will include "ctrans," a
translator that allows Computer Graphics Metafiles
(CGMs) to be viewed on high-resolution color and
monochrome workstation displays. NCAR View also
includes "idt," an image display tool that provides an
interactive point-and-click user interface for viewing
and editing CGMs using ctrans. Current plans call for
NCAR View to be shipped with NCAR Graphics
Version 3.00, and it will be usable on most
workstations that are running X Window System
Version 11 software, Release 3 or later.

Joe Klemp and Bill Boyd (MMM) demonstrated their
PolyPaint interactive raster graphics package. This
software computes three-dimensional contours from
gridded data arrays and displays them as color-shaded
surfaces. PolyPaint features include multiple-object
superposition, diffuse and spectral lighting from
multiple light sources, transparency, haze, and stereo

viewing (with special
glasses). Volumetric
rendering is also supported
and may be combined with
shaded surfaces. The
package uses the X Window
System for the interactive
user interface and the
graphics display.

Other speakers: Dick Sato
of the SCD Computational
Support Section spoke on
efforts to improve the I/O
performance of the
Community Climate Model
through the use of large I/O
buffers. Ginger Caldwell,
manager of the SCD User
Services Section,
summarized the numerous
upgrades in user documen-
tation from SCD in the 18
months since the previous

Many conversations arose trom sessions and demon-
strations. This one took place near the User Services
booth in the NCAR lobby.
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user conference, including a Primer for new users and
a New Student Orientation Guide. The conference
concluded with a report from Roldan Pozo of SCD/
CAPP on the capabilities of the 8192-processor CAPP
Connection Machine housed at NCAR.

Demonstrations: Between sessions, conference
participants watched demonstrations of new software
capabilities: NCAR X Window Connectivity, by Dan
Anderson, SCD; PolyPaint-Three-Dimensional
Visualization of Scientific Data, by Joe Klemp, Matt
Mclrvin, and Bill Boyd, MMM; Unidata PC-McIDAS,

by Tom Yoksas and Tim Bell, Unidata; Unidata
Scientific Data Management System, by Tom Yoksas
and Tim Bell, Unidata; IRJE, NCAR's Remote Job
Entry System, by Britt Bassett, SCD; and NCAR
View, by John Clyne, SCD. Users also had an
opportunity to pick up copies of SCD documentation
and talk with consultants at the User Information
Center.

Juli Rew is the Acting Documentation Group Head in the
SCD User Services Section.

SCD policy for using half-inch magnetic tapes

by Bob Niffenegger

NCAR's Scientific Computing Division (SCD) has
discontinued the long-term storage of "round" tapes
(1/2-inch magnetic tape on 10-1/2-inch reels). This
affects all user-owned and SCD-owned tapes at
NCAR. SCD still accepts data from round tapes, but
you must transfer the data from any incoming tapes to
our Mass Storage System (MSS) within 30 days.
Users with tapes currently being stored by SCD have
until January 1, 1990 to transfer their data to the MSS.

Procedures for users currently storing tapes
in SCD

If you currently store data on round tapes that are
owned either by you or by SCD, please transfer your
data to the MSS as soon as possible. After you
transfer all the data from your tapes, contact Sue
Jensen, SCD Tape Librarian, at (303) 497-1245 or
send e-mail to sue@ncar.ucar.edu. She will remove
your tapes from storage and return them to you via the
postal service or interoffice mail. We encourage you
to pick up your tapes in person when possible, from
Mesa Lab Room 5. After you transfer all your data
from SCD-owned tapes, notify Sue and she will
recycle the tapes.

Procedures for users submitting new tapes
and cartridges to SCD

We assign a visitor number to each round tape or
square cartridge that is owned by a user so the data

SCD still accepts data from
round tapes, but you must
transfer the data from any
incoming tapes to our Mass
Storage System (MSS) within
30 days.

can be accessed from the computers in SCD. The
following instructions explain the procedures for
submitting round tapes or square cartridges to the SCD
computing center. If the following procedures are
impractical for any reason, please contact Sue as soon
as possible to make special arrangements.

For users at NCAR

Take your tapes or cartridges to Sue Jensen in Mesa
Lab Room 5; she will assign a visitor number for
each. In the evenings and on weekends, the operators
can assign and release visitor numbers, but please try
to enter and retrieve your tapes and cartridges during
normal working hours when possible. Please make
note of your visitor numbers; if you lose a number,
call Sue.
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For off-site users

Send your tapes or cartridges to:

Sue Jensen, Tape Librarian
NCAR/SCD
1850 Table Mesa Drive
Boulder, CO 80303

Include a note indicating that you need visitor
numbers, then provide your name, your user number,
your project number, and either your e-mail address or
your phone number. Sue will contact you with the
numbers that have been assigned.

Exporting data on round tapes

Users may also purchase from SCD or supply their
own round tapes to copy data from the MSS for
transfer to other institutions. These tapes may reside
in the SCD computer area for up to 30 days. If you
have special requirements, please contact Sue.

Moving data from tape to the MSS

To move data from a round tape to the MSS, you
must use the MIMPORT command through the CRAY
X-MP/48 computer. Instructions for using the
MIMPORT/MEXPORT facility are available in

"MEXPORT and MIMPORT: Transferring Data
Between the Mass Storage System and Tape," Draft
Version 1.0, December 1988. To obtain copies of
SCD documents, see "SCD UserDocs, Manuals/Output
Mailing" in the Services Directory on the back cover
of this newsletter.

Currently, MIMPORT/MEXPORT software is
implemented only from the Cray Operating System.
In the future, MIMPORT/MEXPORT will also be
implemented from the CMS and UNIX operating
systems and will be available through most of the
nodes on the Mainframe and Server Network
(MASnet). MIMPORT and MEXPORT will also be
available through the MASnet/Internet Gateway Server
(MIGS). SCD designed the MIMPORT/MEXPORT
user interface commands for ease of use, keeping the
command syntax as consistent as possible across the
implementations on the various computer systems.

SCD designed the MIMPORT/MEXPORT facility to
handle a variety of media as data storage technologies
evolve and user needs change. Currently, MIMPORT/
MEXPORT supports round tapes and IBM-format
3480 cartridges. SCD will soon announce support for
the new EXAbyte high-capacity 8-mm cassettes.

Bob Niffenegger is the manager of the Computer Operations
Section in SCD.

Meteorological Supercomputer Users meeting held at
NCAR

by Dick Sato

SCD hosted the Meteorological Supercomputer Users
meeting at NCAR on May 22-23, 1989. These
meetings bring together personnel involved in
providing supercomputer resources at institutions that
conduct meteorological research and/or operational
weather forecasting. The meetings provide a forum
for sharing information on topics related to
supercomputing. These topics include hardware and
software problems and solutions, current development
at sites, and plans for the procurement of new
computer systems. The first meeting in this series was
held in early 1986, and meetings are now held every

6-12 months. The next meeting will be on October
24-25 at the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center in
Monterey, California.

Twenty-eight representatives from 12 organizations
attended the meeting at NCAR. SCD Director Bill
Buzbee presented an overview of SCD and a diagram
of a 1990s NCAR computing center with proposed
upgrades to supercomputer resources, mass storage,
and networks. Presentations were also made by Bob
Lackman on NCAR Graphics, Basil Irwin on NCAR's
high-speed networking plans, and Dave Kitts on the
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NCAR Mass Storage System. Bernie O'Lear
described the international Global Change Program
that was formed to address the problems of the
world's environment and its impact on the world's
societies. He suggested that support from groups such
as the Meteorological Supercomputer Users group is
ideal for facilitating interaction between the scientific
and computing communities.

The majority of the meeting was devoted to site
reports from the institutions represented. All of the
sites with Control Data Corporation (CDC) Cyber 205
and ETA 10 supercomputers expressed concern about
future maintenance support from CDC. Several sites
are at some stage of a procurement process. The
Naval Oceanographic Office was evaluating proposals
to their RFP (request for proposals) for a
supercomputer system. The Canadian Meteorological
Center and Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
indicated plans to issue RFPs for next-generation
supercomputer systems in early 1990. Goddard Space
Flight Center and the United Kingdom Meteorological
Office have both taken delivery of an ETA 10 system
and are in their acceptance periods. The National
Institute of Standards and Technology (Gaithersburg,
Maryland) and the National Meteorological Center are
considering issuing RFPs for new supercomputers in
the early 1990s.

The following institutions were represented at the
meeting:
* Air Force Global Weather Central (Offutt Air Force

Base, Nebraska),
* Australian Bureau of Meteorology (Melbourne,

Australia),
* Canadian Meteorological Centre (Dorval, Quebec),
* Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (Monterey,

California),
* Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (Princeton,

New Jersey),
* NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (Greenbelt,

Maryland),
* National Center for Atmospheric Research (Boulder,

Colorado),
* National Institute of Standards and Technology,

(Gaithersburg, Maryland),
* National Meteorological Center (Camp Springs,

Maryland),
* Naval Oceanographic Office (Stennis Space Center,

Mississippi),
* Office of Federal Coordination for Metrology

(Rockville, Maryland), and
* United Kingdom Meteorological Office (Bracknell,

England).

Dick Sato is Project Leader of the Computer Performance
Analysis Project in the SCD Computational Support Section.

SIATEC CML meeting held at NCAR

by Dick Valent

A regular meeting of the group that supports the
SLATEC Common Mathematical Libraries was held at
NCAR on July 11-12, 1989. SLATEC is a collection
of public-domain Fortran routines for scientific
calculations that was created by the joint efforts of
mathematicians and programmers at Sandia National
Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and the
Air Force Weapons Laboratory Technical Exchange
Committee. This library has been available since
1981, and is upgraded approximately once each year.
The group that supports SLATEC includes
representatives from the labs that originally developed
the library and representatives from other labs that
later contributed to it and use it in their computing

SLATEC is characterized by
good numerical technology,
portability, robustness, and
good internal documentation.

centers. As the computing centers at these labs
evolve, the representatives help direct all SLATEC
revisions to ensure that new versions run properly at
their sites and provide a high level of coverage for
general-purpose mathematical software.
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Representatives from the following organizations
participated in the July 1989 meeting:
* Air Force Weapons Laboratory,
* Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and its

National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computing
Center,

* Los Alamos National Laboratory,
* National Center for Atmospheric Research,
* National Institute for Standards and Technology,
* Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
* Sandia National Laboratories at Albuquerque, and at

Livermore.

SLATEC is characterized by good numerical
technology, portability, robustness, and good internal
documentation. SLATEC has approximately 600 user-
level routines, and many of these are duplicated in
other libraries at NCAR such as LINPACK,
EISPACK, QUADPACK, FUNPACK, AMOSLIB,
and $SCILIB. This duplication is intentional;
SLATEC was created to provide a comprehensive
library of portable, public-domain software. The
CRAY X-MP/48 computer at NCAR currently uses
Version 3.1 of SLATEC.

The meeting at NCAR included 11 representatives
from eight institutions. This meeting was held to
discuss revisions to Version 3.1 in preparation for the
release of Version 4.0. Participants started with site
reports about how their current version of SLATEC is
running in their computing centers. They described
the changes in hardware and software at their sites
since the last meeting and discussed various problems
involving SLATEC that resulted.

The business meeting continued with discussions of
new and upgraded features and the quick-check
routines proposed for Version 4.0. (Quick checks are
brief tests included with the library for installers to
verify that specific software packages have been
successfully implemented on the system.) The
discussions about Version 4.0 included:
* adding quick checks for complex Bessel functions,

* adding quick checks for the DEPAC ordinary
differential equation solvers,

* reformatting the prologues to the FFTPACK library,
* revising the PCHIP shape-preserving interpolating

routines and their quick checks,
* reducing the time needed for quick checks in the

SLAP sparse linear system solvers,
* adding further improvements to the various SORT

routines and their quick checks,
* developing quick checks for the XLEGF associated

Legendre function routines,
* improving the SPLP and DPLP linear programming

packages, and eliminating the SPLO linear
programming package,

* adding the Symbol 3J and Symbol 6J routines, and
* including the BLAS II group of efficient, portable

algorithms for matrix-vector operations on high-
performance computers.

SLATEC Version 4.0 will contain several new
packages of routines, many improvements to existing
packages and their quick checks, and numerous bug
fixes.

As a result of this meeting, SLATEC Version 4.0 is
now much closer to its release. Various site
representatives volunteered to work on parts of the
library's software. They will report their progress at
the next meeting, to be held at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tennessee next October.

Although no separate manual exists for SLATEC,
additional information is provided in the NCAR
Software Catalog (NCAR/TN-192+IA, March 1986)
and through the Cray utility GETDOC. Instructions
for using the GETDOC utility are provided in the
SCD UserDoc "Locally Developed Cray Utilities,"
Version 2.0, September 1989. To obtain copies of this
document or the NCAR Software Catalog, see "SCD
UserDocs, Manuals/Output Mailing" in the Services
Directory on the back cover of this newsletter.

Dick Valent is the Software Libraries Group Head in the
SCD User Services Section.
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Supercomputing '89 conference approaches

by Susan Cross

The Special Interest Group on Computer Architecture
(SIGARCH) of the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Computer Society have
announced their annual conference, Supercomputing
'89. The conference brings together supercomputing
system researchers, designers, managers, and
computational scientists and engineers to report
advances and experiences, describe their needs,
suggest future directions, and exchange information.
The technical program covers:
* computational science and engineering applications,
* parallel and distributed processing,
* the impact of new technology on the future of

supercomputing,
* supercomputing environments,
* high-performance architectures,
* supercomputing systems evaluation,
* systems software and languages,
* supercomputing management issues,
* technical aspects of products, and
* user experiences.

Supercomputing '89 will be held at the Reno/Sparks
Convention Center in Reno, Nevada, on November
13-17. General information and registration forms are
available from:

Lyz Dunham, SC89 Registration Chairperson
Mail Stop 258-6
NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035
(415) 694-4370
dunham@prandtl.nas.nasa.gov

SCD exhibit at SC89

SCD will have an exhibit at the conference to provide
overviews of SCD, NCAR, and UCAR. The exhibit
will highlight SCD's collaborations with Digital
Equipment Corporation and the Center for Applied
Parallel Processing (CAPP). SCD's joint project with
Digital Equipment Corporation focuses on scientific
visualization. SCD's participation in CAPP involves
the study of applications for massively parallel
processing using a Connection Machine 2 from
Thinking Machines, Inc. SCD will also highlight the
Mass Storage System (MSS) at NCAR, and its
commercialization by the UCAR Foundation as the
Data Library, available from Mesa Archival Systems,
Inc.

The SCD exhibit will also provide information about
NCAR Graphics Version 3.00 and its new utilities,
including color contouring. SCD staff will be
available to answer general questions.

Our exhibit will also offer copies of selected SCD
documents on a display rack. If you attend SC89,
please stop by and talk with us.

Susan Cross is a user support aide in the SCD User
Services Section and exhibit coordinator for SCD.

Revised draft of Fortran standard in public review

by Jeanne Adams

The X3J3 Fortran Standards Committee of the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has
released a revised draft of the proposed FORTRAN
8X standard for public review. This revised draft,

designated X3J3/S8.112, contains modifications
resulting from the public review of the first
FORTRAN 8X draft and from editorial corrections by
members of X3J3. The second public review and
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comment period in the United States runs from July
27 to November 24, 1989.

The International Standards Organization (ISO) plans
to close their ballot on February 1, 1990 for a Fortran
standard identical to the proposed ANSI standard.
The Fortran committee within ANSI hopes to process
all comments from the second U.S. review before the
deadline for the ISO Fortran standard. The Fortran
committees for ANSI and ISO are working hard to
obtain identical standards for the American and the
international versions of Fortran.

For more information

Copies of the review draft and a summary of the
changes are available from the SCD Consulting
Office. The summary of major changes made to the
first draft of FORTRAN 8X contains a table of the
major changes with the rationale for each change. To
obtain a copy of either document, contact "SCD
Visitor/User Information" listed in the Services
Directory on the back cover of this newsletter.

To comment on the proposed standard

If you want to comment on the proposed Fortran
standard, send written comments to:

Second Public Comment for draft Fortran
Revision X3

Secretariat/CBEMA
Attention: FORTRAN Public Review
311 First Street, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20001-2178

Although it is not required, please send a copy of your
letter to:

Jeanne Adams
Fortran Standards Committee Chair
NCAR/SCD
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307-3000

Jeanne Adams works in the SCD Computational Support
Section and chairs the ANSI X3J3 Fortran Standards
Committee.

Fall schedule for new user classes

The SCD Consulting Office offers an orientation class
for new users of the computing facility at NCAR. The
class provides basic information and hands-on
experience for those unfamiliar with NCAR's
computing equipment and software. It assumes basic
knowledge of the Fortran programming language. The
orientation consists of two half-day sessions. The first
session explains how to use the IBM 4381 (IO)
computer as a front end for the CRAY X-MP/48
computer. The second session focuses on how to:
* write Cray Job Control Language (JCL) statements,
* access and use the Mass Storage System (MSS),
* process basic graphics jobs, and
* access the Cray software libraries.
Users may elect to attend either or both sessions.

The classes in October will be held in the Director's
Conference Room of the NCAR Mesa Lab building.
The location of classes in November will be
announced later. The schedule is printed below;
please register at least two days before the date of the
class you want to attend. For more information, send
e-mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet or call
(303) 497-1225.

Tuesday October 3 13:00-16:30
Wednesday October 4 08:30-12:00

Tuesday November 14 13:00-16:30
Wednesday November 15 08:30-12:00
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ALFPACK, FFTPACK, FISHPAK, and SPHEREPACK now
easier to access A

by Dick Valent

We have made the ALFPACK, FFTPACK, FISHPAK,
and SPHEREPACK libraries easier to access by
changing the way their source code is organized on
the Mass Storage System (MSS), and the way their
binary libraries are organized on the disks of the
CRAY X-MP/48 computer. These four libraries were
developed by the NCAR Computational Support
Section over the past years. The libraries are available
in either source form for use on any computer with a
Fortran compiler and in binary form for use on the
CRAY X-MP/48 computer. None of these changes
has altered any subroutine calls or line numbers in any
of the libraries. However, the method for accessing
ALFPACK and SPHEREPACK binary libraries on the
CRAY X-MP/48 computer has changed. The new
method is detailed in "Accessing binary code via the
CRAY X-MP/48 computer" below.

All four libraries are collections of Fortran
subprograms for performing mathematical calculations.
ALFPACK is a package for computing the normalized
associated Legendre functions PBAR(N,M,THETA)
where THETA is colatitude. FFTPACK is a package
for computing symmetric fast Fourier transforms and
quarter wave transforms. FISHPAK is a package for
the solution of separable elliptic partial differential
equations. SPHEREPACK is a package for computing
spherical harmonical analyses and syntheses.

These libraries are now easier to access because:
* they are more visible, being listed on the MSS under

mnemonic names,
* they are independent of the larger library that

formerly contained them, and
* their source code and documentation are available

through the distributed software libraries (dsl) utility.

When ALFPACK, FFTPACK, FISHPAK, and
SPHEREPACK were grouped together in a large
library of general-purpose mathematical and utility

software, users frequently had difficulty locating the
source code and documentation. Now that these
libraries are available under mnemonic names, users
can find them more easily. If you have access to dsl,
please try it for obtaining documentation and source
code for any of these four libraries. For instructions
about using dsl, see "Distributed Software Libraries-
Now available over the Internet," on page 53 of the
summer issue of the SCD Computing News. You
cannot use dsl to obtain any binary code; relocatable
binary libraries are supported on the CRAY X-MP/48
disks, as described below.

Note: You must specify SPHEREPACK in different
ways depending on the method you use to access it.
When you use dsl, you must refer to it as
"spherepack" (using lowercase letters and the spelling
shown); within the CRAY X-MP/48 commands
GETDOC, GETSRC, LDR, and SEGLDR, you must
specify "SPHPACK," as in the examples below. This
difference in names results from a technical difficulty
in the job control language for the Cray Operating
System (COS), and will be rectified as NCAR's
computing environment moves toward UNIX.

The remainder of this article describes how CRAY
X-MP/48 computer users can access the documen-
tation, source code, and binary code for these libraries.
Each library has a README file that summarizes
infOrmation about it. Furthermore, each library has at
least one test program associated with it.

Accessing documentation via the CRAY
X-MP/48 computer

Use the Cray command GETDOC to obtain
documentation for an SCD-maintained library. For the
library name, you may specify ALFPACK,
FFTPACK, FISHPAK, or SPHPACK. Examples:
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GETDOC,LIB=FFTPACK,DOC=README,DIR.
This command lists both the introductory description
of FFTPACK and the names of FFTPACK's
subprograms to the Cray file $OUT.

GETDOC,LIB=FFTPACK,A
DOC=(RFFTI:RFFTB :RFFTF).

This command lists usage descriptions for the real
transform routines-initialization, backward, and
forward, respectively.

Accessing source code via the CRAY
X-MP/48 computer

Use the Cray command GETSRC to obtain source
code for an SCD-maintained library. Examples:

GETSRC,LIB=ALFPACK,DIR.
This command lists ALFPACK's subprogram names
on $OUT.

GETSRC,LIB=ALFPACK,FILE=(ALFK:LFP).
This, command lists source code for the ALFK and
LFP routines from ALFPACK.

Accessing binary code via the CRAY X-MP/48
computer

Use the Cray command SEGLDR to obtain binary
code for an SCD-maintained library. For the library
names, you may specify ALFPACK, FFTPACK,
FISHPAK, or SPHPACK. Example:

SEGLDR,CMD='LIB=SPHPACK,FISHPAK'.
$ABD.

These commands load the SPHEREPACK and
FISHPAK libraries on the CRAY X-MP/48 computer
for use in your Cray job.

For more information

For detailed instructions about using the Cray
commands GETSRC and GETDOC, see the SCD
UserDoc "Locally Developed Cray COS Utilities,"
Version 2.0, September 1989. For more information
about the Cray command SEGLDR, see the SCD
UserDoc "SEGLDR: The CRAY X-MP Segment
Loader," Version 1.1, November 1986. To obtain
copies of SCD documents, see "SCD UserDocs,
Manuals/Output Mailing" in the Services Directory on
the back cover of this newsletter.

Dick Valent is the Software Libraries Group Head in the
SCD User Services Section.

VM/SP upgraded on IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer A

by Tom Parker

The IBM Virtual Machine/System Product operating
system with High Performance Option (VM/SP HPO)
was changed to Version 5.0 of CP (Control Program)
on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer in June 1989. This
upgrade is needed to prepare for the installation of
AIX/370, IBM's UNIX-based operating system for
mainframe computers, when it becomes available.
AIX/370 will run as a guest operating system under
VM/SP. The version of CMS, another operating
system running under VM/SP on the IBM 4381 (IO)
computer, has not been changed.

Most of the differences between the old and new
versions of VM/SP enhance system performance and
reliability. SCD installed Version 5.0 primarily to
support AIX/370. The one change you are most likely
to notice appears when the welcome screen is
displayed on your terminal. You can now log on from
the welcome screen. You may also continue to log on
using the former method.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.
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Using job classes on the CRAY
X-MP/48 computer

This article is being provided to remind users
about the 11 job classes available on the CRAY
X-MP/48 computer (CX). Job queues in the
Background 2 (BG2) class have been very long
recently, and you may decide to drop your job
from the BG2 queue and resubmit it in a class
with a higher priority. This article provides a
chart showing the relationship between the priority
rating and charging factor for each class.
Instructions for checking the Cray job queue are
also provided. The information in this article is
also covered in the SCD UserDoc "Charges for
SCD Computing Resources," Version 5.2, May
1989. To obtain copies of SCD documents, see
"SCD UserDocs, Manuals/Output Mailing" in the
Services Directory on the back cover of this
newsletter.

Table 1 presents the current information about
these job classes. Each job class has a set number
of execution slots, which are also listed in Table 1.

The Job Control Language (JCL) Name (Column 2
in Table 1) is the shortened class name that you
use to specify a class on your JOB statement. For
example, to submit a job in the Background 2
class, use CL=BG2 on your JOB statement.

The job class you choose determines the charge for
running your job and its priority rating. The
charging factor is an arithmetic multiplier for
calculating the final charge; larger charging factors
produce higher charges. The priority rating is a
number assigned to a job class that indicates the
priority of that class relative to the other classes.

All job classes except Large Model (LM), Mono-
program 1 (MP1), and Mono-program 2 (MP2)
have a maximum field length limit of 6.0
megawords (Mw) on CX. The limits for LM,
MP1, and MP2 jobs are listed in the Notes column
on Table 1.

Table 1: CRAY X-MP/48 Job Class Structure

Class
Name

Interactive

Express 1

Express 2

Large Model

Foreground 1

Foreground 2

Background 0

Background 1

Background 2

JCL Charging Priority Execution
Name Factor Rating Slots

IA 2.00

EX1 2.00

EX2 2.00

LM 1.00

FGI 1.00

FG2 1.00

BGO 0.75

BG1 0.50

BG2 0.33

11 4

11 11

10 11

9

Notes

VMSTA (or ICJOB) only

CPU limit 1 min. (maximum)

3 Mw or less field length; single-
processor use only, no multitasking;
minimum charge is 0.5 GAUs; CPU
limit is 60 minutes (minimum)

CPU limit 1 min. (maximum)

7

6

5

4
(continued on next page)
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Table 1. continued

Class JCL Charging Priority Execution
Name Name Factor Rating Slots Notes

Mono-prog. 1 MP1 N/A N/A 1 6.5 Mw or less field length; charged
for all four CX processors; CPU limit
3 min. (maximum)

Mono-prog. 2 MP2 N/A N/A 1 6.5 Mw or less field length; charged
for entire computer, but at 1/2 the
full rate; minimum charge is 1.00
GAU; CPU limit 60 min. (minimum)

How to check the job queue

You can obtain an online listing of jobs being information on checking the Cray queue from a
executed and/or jobs in the queues by entering one computer other than those listed, contact your local
of the commands shown in Table 2. For system administrator.

Table 2: Checking the Job Oueue

Access Point Command Display

IBM 4381 (IO) CXSTAT Static list of all jobs executing and jobs queued

IBM 4381 (IO) STATUS CX string Static list of executing and queued jobs requested
by string, which must be less than 6 characters (use
of string is optional)

IBM 4381 (IO) CRAYQUE Static list of job counts only, both executing and
queued

IBM 4381 (IO) VMSTAS Dynamic four-second update of jobs
or executing only

CRSTATXX

IRJE get .cxstat Static list of jobs executing and jobs queued

MIGS nnet cxstat flnm Static list of jobs executing and jobs queued,
returned in flnm

Remote (RSCS) DIS,CX Static list of jobs executing and jobs queued

Updates to the charging policies

You will be notified of changes in charging questions, please contact an SCD consultant using
policies or formulas via the online Daily Bulletin one of the methods shown on the back cover of
and this monthly newsletter. If you have any this newsletter.
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You can protect your MSS files

by Gary Jensen and Peter Morreale

The summer issue of the SCD Computing News
discusses how NCAR's network connections to
computer systems around the world have been
growing. In addition, the outside networks to
which NCAR's networks are connected are also
growing in size and complexity. Along with the
many benefits available from NCAR's highly
networked environment comes an increase in our
exposure to security breaches. Even though

If you have not specifically
included a write password
when the dataset was first
written to the MSS, that
dataset may be modified or
deleted by any other user.

researchers using the NCAR computing facilities
have not yet suffered any losses from security
breaches, NCAR's user community must keep alert
to the possibility that mischievous or malicious
hackers could corrupt or delete files in the Mass
Storage System (MSS).

SCD staff members have developed and
implemented a number of systems to protect the
networks that allow access to the MSS. SCD staff
does not intend to implement elaborate security
systems that will hinder the throughput of this
facility or make it awkward for researchers to use.
Because of this, part of the responsibility for
protecting the data stored here rests with the
researchers who produce the data.

To the extent that you are concerned, you can
password-protect your datasets on the MSS.
Further, we recommend that you always protect
datasets that contain irreplaceable data. By
default, datasets stored on the MSS are not
password-protected. If you have not specifically
included a write password when the dataset was
first written to the MSS, that dataset may be
modified or deleted by any other user. To
password-protect MSS files when you create them:
* include a W parameter in the DISPOSE

statement of a Cray job, or
* use the PASSWD parameter with the

MIMPORT command, or
* use the w parameter in an nrnet put command

on MIGS, or
* when the MWRITE command is available, use

the PASSWD parameter in it.
If you have questions, please contact an SCD
consultant using one of the methods shown on the
back cover of this newsletter.

The following instructions for creating or changing
passwords on your MSS files were written by
Peter Morreale, a consultant in SCD's Consulting
Office. Please take the time to protect any
important MSS files you control.

Changing your mass storage passwords

Passwords on your MSS files can be created or
changed using the MSCHANG utility on the
CRAY X-MP/48 computer or the MSCHANGE
utility on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.
This section outlines ways to use either utility to
change the read and/or write passwords on your
MSS files.

Using the MSCHANG utility on the Cray
computer

From the CRAY X-MP/48 computer, use the
MSCHANG utility to change existing MSS files.
The following example uses MSCHANG to create
the read password READ and the write password
WRITE, for the previously unprotected file
/SMITHIVESTCASE.
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JOB,JN=MSPASS.
ACCOUNT,AC=xxxxyyyyyyyy.

MSCHANG ( NAME=/SMITH/IESTCASE A
NEWPASS=READ,WRITE )
*

EXIT.

Note: The caret character (^) is a line
continuation character for Cray Operating System
Job Control Language.

If the file /SMITH/TESTCASE already had read
and write passwords, and you want to change
them, you need to submit a Cray job similar to
this:

JOB,JN=MSPASS.
ACCOUNT,AC=xxxxyyyyyyyy.
*

MSCHANG ( NAME=/SMITH/TESTCASE A

PASSWD=OLDREAD,OLDWRITE A

NEWPASS=NEWREAD,NEWWRITE )

EXIT.

The preceding example changes the read password
from OLDREAD to NEWREAD and changes the
write password from OLDWRITE to
NEWWRITE, for the file /SMITH/TESTCASE.

You can omit the read password if you want to
change only the write password, but you must still
include the comma to designate the start of the
write password. In the first example, use
NEWPASS=,WRITE as the last parameter in the
MSCHANG statement. In the second example,
use NEWPASS=,NEWWRITE as the last
parameter. There will be no read password
associated with the /SMITHfTESTCASE file.

Using the MSCHANGE utility on the IBM 4381
(IO) comouter

From the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, use the
MSCHANGE utility to change existing MSS files.
The following example uses MSCHANGE to

create the read password READ and the write
password WRITE, for the previously unprotected
file /SMITHITESTCASE.

MSCHANGE /SMITH/TESTCASE
NEWPASS=READ,WRITE

In the preceding example, note that the entire
command must be typed on a single line (that is,
without a <return> keystroke) and has been broken
here only for space considerations. You must
separate each parameter of the command with at
least one blank space.

If the file /SMITH/TESTCASE already had read
and write passwords, and you want to change them
with the IBM computer, you need to use the
MSCHANGE command like this:

MSCHANGE /SMITH/TESTCASE
PASSWD=OLDREAD,OLDWRITE
NEWPASS=NEWREAD,NEWWRITE

The preceding example, which must be typed on a
single line, changes the read password from
OLDREAD to NEWREAD and changes the write
password from OLDWRITE to NEWWRITE, for
the file /SMITH/TESTCASE.

You can omit the read password if you want to
change only the write password, but you must still
include the comma to designate the start of the
write password. In the first example, use
NEWPASS=,WRITE as the last parameter in the
MSCHANGE statement. In the second example,
use NEWPASS=,NEWWRITE as the last
parameter. There will be no read password
associated with the /SMITH/I'ESTCASE file.

Additional information about MSCHANG and
MSCHANGE

In the current implementation of both MSCHANG
and MSCHANGE, lowercase alphabetic characters
in read and write passwords are converted to
uppercase. Additional information about
MSCHANG and MSCHANGE, as well as other
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utilities, is contained in the SCD UserDocs "IBM
Utilities for Accessing the Mass Storage System,"
Version 1.0, December 1986 and "Mass Storage
File Maintenance from the Cray Computers,"
Version 2.0, December 1986. To obtain copies of
SCD documents, see "SCD UserDocs, Manuals/
Output Mailing" in the Services Directory on the
back cover of this newsletter.

Gary Jensen is manager of the SCD Operations and
Maintenance Section. Peter Morreale is a consultant in
the SCD User Services Section.

Understanding the MSS purge
program

by Nancy Dawson

Each of your Mass Storage System (MSS) files
has a retention period assigned to it when you
create the file. You can specify the retention
period or let the MSS assign the default retention
period, which is 32 days for public files and 367
days for private files. If you do not reference the

Take the exact expiration
date seriously.

file during the retention period, the file becomes
eligible for the purge program. You can reference
a file by doing any of the following:
* writing the file,
* reading the file,
* changing the retention period of the file,
* changing the name of the file,
* changing or adding passwords to the file, or
* using the MSUPDAT utility on the CRAY

X-MP/48 computer or the MSUPDATE utility
on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.

Purging procedures

The weekly purge program usually runs soon after
00:30 on Monday morning.

Purging files with longer retention periods

For any file that has a retention period of 32 days
or more, the following steps take place:

1. E-mail is sent to the userid associated with the
user number of the file owner approximately
14 days before the end of the retention period
for the file, and again about 7 days before the
period ends. The purge program uses the
e-mail address in the Master E-mail File
(MEF) database. If any aspect of your e-mail
address changes, please update your record in
the MEF using the E-mail Query Change
(EQC) utility. Instructions for using the EQC
utility appear in the article "How to change
your alias in the NCAR e-mail database" on
page 78 of the summer 1989 issue of this
newsletter.

2. After the retention period ends, the file
expires; the purge program attempts to rename
the file and retain it an additional 29 days.
When the file is renamed, the first character of
the user ID is changed to a lowercase letter.
For example, a file named /MIKE/CX/xxxxx is
renamed to /mIKE/CX/xxxxx. If the rename
attempt fails (for example, because a file
named /mIKE/CX/xxxxx already exists on the
MSS), then the file is purged immediately.
Files that have been renamed by the purge
program (/mIKE/CX/xxxxx, for example)
continue to reside on the MSS, so you
continue to be charged for them at the regular
rate. Charges cease when the file is purged.

3. Since the renamed file has a short retention
period (less than 32 days), you will not receive
any e-mail about its purging. If the renamed
file is not referenced within 29 days, the file is
purged forever.

Purging files with shorter retention periods

When a file that has a retention period of 31 days
or less reaches its expiration date, the file is
purged and cannot be recovered. No e-mail is sent
to the file owner. The file is not renamed and
retained for an additional number of days.
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Variations in the purge date

All purges do not take place on Mondays. A
renamed file or a file with a short retention period
can be purged any time after its expiration date, if
the storage space is needed. Take the exact
expiration date seriously; do not count on your
files remaining on the MSS until the following
Monday weekly purge. Once an MSS file has
been purged, it cannot be recovered.

Checking the purge date of MSS files

Each Monday, a new list of purged and renamed
files is created. This list is sorted alphabetically
and is stored on the MSS under the name
/MSS/PURGE/LIST. You can ACQUIRE this file
and DISPOSE it to your front-end computer to
study it.

Note: It is possible that a purged or renamed file
will not show up on this list if the purge program
was interrupted while the list was being created.

Use the MSINFO utility to list the purge dates of
your files. For example, user MIKE can list the
expiration date of all his files by using the
following command in a Cray job:

MSINFO ( /logon LEVELS=128 ^

SELECT=EXPIRES,NAME )

Replace logon with your userid so MSINFO will
return a list of every file in your home directory
and all your subdirectories, as specified by
LEVELS=128. The list is sorted by expiration
date and then alphabetically by name.

You can access the same information from the
IBM 4381 (IO) computer; use this command
format:

MSINFO /logon LEVELS=128
SELECT=EXPIRES ,NAME

Note: The entire command must be typed on a
single line (that is, without a <retumrn> keystroke)
and has been broken here only for space

Once an MSS file has been
purged, it cannot be
recovered.

considerations. You must separate each parameter
of the command with at least one blank space.

Replace logon with your userid, which denotes
your root directory.

For instructions about using MSINFO and details
on how to reference files, see the SCD UserDocs
"IBM Utilities for Accessing the Mass Storage
System," Version 1.0, April 1986, and "Mass
Storage File Maintenance from the Cray
Computers," Version 2.0, December 1986. To
obtain copies of SCD documents, see "SCD
UserDocs, Manuals/Output Mailing" in the
Services Directory on the back cover of this
newsletter. You may also obtain online help by
logging on to the IBM 4381 (IO) computer and
typing:

help msinfo <return>

Smart use of the purge program

The aspects of the purge program discussed in this
article--e-mail warnings and the renaming
process--are tools to help you manage your own
file retention and purging. However, these tools
apply only to files with retention periods of over
31 days. These tools aren't foolproof-you may
be on vacation and miss your e-mail, the renaming
cycle may fail because of a naming conflict, and
so on.

Ultimately, you need to take responsibility for
setting your own retention periods, referencing the
files you want to keep before the retention period
expires, and using MSINFO to see which of your
files are eligible for upcoming purges. We
recommend that you obtain a list of your files that
are eligible for purging in the upcoming month by
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using the MSINFO command on the first day of
each month.

If you have problems or questions about the purge
program, please contact an SCD consultant using
one of the methods shown on the back cover of
this newsletter. But before you call, remember:
once a file has been purged, there is no way to
recover it!

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

New commands plot CGMs or
raster files and simplify UNIX
user interface

by Brian Bevirt and Basil Irwin

Two new commands have been added to provide
an interface to the Sun/UNIX Dicomed Online
Operating System (SUDOOS). Users of the
SUDOOS graphics facilities in SCD and some of
the other NCAR divisions may now use the plottg
and makrastg commands for recording graphical
data on film.

plottg command

The plottg command is a UNIX command that
gives a unified interface to MIGS and MASnet
users for recording graphics on the SUDOOS
system. The plottg command simplifies the way
users of various UNIX systems submit graphics
files (metafiles) to SUDOOS. Users of UNIX
systems on the Mainframe and Server Network
(MASnet) or the MASnet/Internet Gateway Server
(MIGS) may now use plottg to submit NCAR
metafiles to SUDOOS. The plottg command will
generate a complete version of the MASnet

command nettg or the MIGS command nrnet. At
present, the metafile being submitted must be an
NCAR metafile so it can be interpreted by
SUDOOS. This NCAR metafile can be either the
"existing-format" for Computer Graphics Metafile
(CGM) records or the "extended-format" for
NCAR Raster Interchange Format (NRIF) records.
Users of the MIGS access method must meet the
requirement that the host and the user submitting
the metafile are registered in the MIGS database at
NCAR.

The man pages for plottg provide a detailed
description of the command for UNIX systems;
these pages are available on all UNIX nodes on
the MASnet and most other Sun server nodes at
NCAR. Please note that non-UNIX versions of
the plottg command have not yet been fully
implemented.

Despite their similar names, the plottg command is
not identical to the nrnet plottg command, and the
commands are not available on the same systems.
The plottg command is available only on UNIX
systems, and nrnet plottg is available on UNIX,
VAX/VMS, and CMS systems.

makrastg command

The UNIX makrastg command translates, colors,
and assembles a variety of raster image files into
NRIF records and submits them to SUDOOS for
the production of 35-mm slides. Currently,
makrastg is implemented only on Sun-3 and Sun-4
systems at NCAR. The makrastg command
provides default values for all necessary
parameters, allowing a slide to be produced from a
command line as simple as:

makrastg filename
(if filename is a PAINT file, which is the default
input format).

The makrastg command performs the following
operations:
1. inputs the specified raster image file(s) from

the Sun computer,
2. translates the raster image to NRIF format,
3. optionally changes the foreground and
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background colors of bi-level images,
4. concatenates the translated image into a

temporary file or a user file, and
5. submits the concatenated file to SUDOOS by

generating a plottg command.

Currently, makrastg accepts files in the following
formats: NRIF, Graphics Interchange Format
(GIF), PAINT, Sun rasterfiles, and raster files
generated by X Window System Version 11.

In addition to its uses for visualizing scientific
data, makrastg provides users at NCAR with a
variety of ways to produce presentation-quality
color slides from graphics applications that run on
Apple Macintoshes and IBM-compatible PCs.
Users can generate graphics files on their small
computer, move the files to a UNIX computer,
translate the files into one of the input formats
listed above, then produce slides on SUDOOS by
submitting makrastg commands.

The man pages for makrastg provide a detailed
description of the command for UNIX systems;
these pages are available on all UNIX nodes on
the MASnet and most other Sun server nodes at
NCAR.

Brian Bevirt is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section. Basil
Irwin is the Distributed Systems Group Head in the SCD
Systems Section.

PLTCONV utility implemented on
CRAY X-MP/48 computer

by Tom Parker

On August 21, 1989, SCD implemented the
PLTCONV utility on the CRAY X-MP/48
computer. PLTCONV is a local utility for
changing the record length of a file. A typical use
of PLTCONV is to resize a metafile having 1440-
byte records into a file of 80-byte records, suitable
for transmission via RSCS or BITNET to remote
sites.

PLTCONV can also be used as a general utility to
copy (the first file of) a dataset with fixed-length
records to a second dataset containing fixed-length
records of the same or different length.

For the PLTCONV utility, the default values for
the record lengths of input files and output files
are 1440 and 80 bytes, respectively. Therefore,
you can use the following segment of Job Control
Language (JCL) to convert GMETA, a metafile
having fixed-length records of 1440 bytes, to
XYZ, a metafile having fixed-length records of 80
bytes:

PLTCONV,I=GMETA,O=XYZ.
DISPOSE,DN=XYZ,....

The following JCL segment shows how
PLTCONV can be used to convert ABC, a file
having 100-byte records, into XYZ, a file having
1000-byte records:

PLTCONV,I=ABC,O=XYZ,IRL= 100,ORL= 1000.

For complete usage information, see "NCAR
Metafile Utilities: MFEDIT, MFMERGE,
MFSPLIT, and PLTCONV," Version 1.0,
November 1988. To obtain copies of SCD
documents, see "SCD UserDocs, Manuals/Output
Mailing" in the Services Directory on the back
cover of this newsletter.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

Hewlett-Packard 7510A film
recorder decommissioned

by Frieda Garcia

On August 28, 1989, SCD decommissioned the
Hewlett-Packard 7510A color film recorder that
was located in the SCD User Area of the NCAR
Mesa Lab. The Dicomed D48CR color film
recorder has superior capabilities in almost all
respects, so the HP 7510A recorder is no longer
needed. If you need to produce images on color
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film, please use the Dicomed system. If you have
questions, please contact an SCD consultant using
one of the methods shown on the back cover of
this newsletter.

For instructions about using the Dicomed color
film recorder, see "User's Guide to Producing
Color DICOMED Output from the Cray
Computers," Draft Version 1.2, January 1989. To
obtain copies of SCD documents, see "SCD
UserDocs, Manuals/Output Mailing" in the
Services Directory on the back cover of this
newsletter.

Frieda Garcia is the user support specialist for the SCD
User Services Section.

Use ncar.ucar.edu for e-mail
addressed to people at NCAR

by Greg Woods

We have recently decommissioned three computers
in SCD: scdpyr.ucar.edu, scdswl.ucar.edu, and
scdsw2.ucar.edu. Because these computers are no
longer connected to the UCARnet, all electronic
mail that is explicitly addressed to users on them is
invalid. For example, anyone who sends e-mail to
userid@scdpyr.ucar.edu will receive a "host
unknown" response from the computer that
handles all of NCAR's e-mail (this computer is
named ncar). The best way to address e-mail for
users at NCAR is to use "ncar" as the computer
name:

userid@ncar.ucar.edu

Reliability is the primary reason to use
ncar.ucar.edu for e-mail addressed to people at
NCAR. In addition to being easier to remember
and use, this address continues to work properly
when e-mail recipients move to a new computer
within NCAR. If you need to find the userid

(logon name) of any user registered at NCAR, you
can access NCAR's Master E-mail File (MEF).
Instructions for using the MEF appear under
"Checking current e-mail addresses" on page 16 of
the February 1989 SCD Computing News. If you
have questions, please contact an SCD consultant
using one of the methods shown on the back cover
of this newsletter.

Greg Woods is the e-mail specialist in the Networking
and Data Communications Group within the SCD
Distributed Computing Section.

You can order the following recently released
documents by telephone or electronic mail. The
instructions for obtaining copies of SCD
documents appear on the back cover of this
newsletter.

New utility for accessing public domain
software

"Distributed Software Libraries," Version 1.0,
August 1989 (9 pages), is now available. The new
Distributed Software Libraries (dsl) utility lets you
access most of NCAR's public domain software
libraries, search for subprograms to solve your
mathematical problems, and return the appropriate
software or documentation to your home computer
anywhere on the Internet. The UserDoc gives
instructions for accessing and using dsl and
includes examples and a list of available
commands. This document is also available online
under the dsl utility's help menu.

Hints for using TN3270

"Using TN3270 at NCAR," Version 1.0,
September 1989 (4 pages), gives information about
using the TN3270 program to provide 3270
emulation for connection to NCAR's IBM 4381
(IO0) front-end computer. For users connecting to
FAL (the IBM 4381's new TCP/IP
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communications package), TN3270 or an
equivalent package is required. Systems that
support TN3270 include computers running
Berkeley UNIX, IBM PCs or clones running DOS,
Macintosh computers, and VAX/VMS systems
using Wollongong TCP/IP software.

New list of data holdings

"Data Availability at NCAR," June 1989 (45
pages) summarizes the datasets available from the
SCD Data Support Section. Data can be copied on
tape at cost, or they can be used online at NCAR
by those who have an NCAR computing project
number. Datasets include daily analyses,
geophysical data, cloud data, climatologies,
paleoclimate data, and many other types of data
for use in numerical experiments in the
atmospheric and oceanic sciences.

Networking glossary

"Glossary of Networking Terms and Acronyms,"
Version 1.0, August 1989 (16 pages) combines
terms and acronyms used in networking with
selected acronyms that are commonly used in the
NCAR networking environment. This document is
also available online from the anonymous FTP
account on the computer named windom.ucar.edu.
The filename is /docs/network.terms. See the
article "How to use 'anonymous FTP' accounts" in
the Summer 1989 issue of SCD Computing News
if you do not know how to get files from the
anonymous FTP account.

New C translator for NCAR Graphics

"ctrans: NCAR View CGM Translator," August
1989 (24 pages) is a reference document for the
new ctrans Computer Graphics Metacode (CGM)
translator that will be available with Version 3.00
of NCAR Graphics. The document is intended for
users familiar with the C programming language
and the UNIX operating system.

Copies of Networking newsletter available

Extra copies of the Summer 1989 SCD Computing
News special issue on networking and data
communications (108 pages) are still available.
The issue features an overview of NCAR's
network connections, discussions of various access
paths to NCAR facilities, descriptions of user
experiences with the Internet Remote Job Entry
(IRJE) and the MASnet/Internet Gateway Server
(MIGS) systems, and instructions for using
Distributed Software Libraries via the Internet.

This special issue also includes instructions for
using anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP), as
well as discussions of FTP, FAL, TN3270, and
SCD-supported asynchronous communications
packages for PCs. Another section of the
newsletter provides a series of articles about the
e-mail system at NCAR. The "Departments"
section contains news about graphics,
documentation, two SCDUG meetings, recent
computer resource allocations, and a list of sources
for additional information about networking.

To order extra copies of this newsletter, see "SCD
UserDocs, Manuals/Output Mailing" in the
Services Directory on the back cover of this
newsletter.

How to modify your virtual
machine storage size for using
USTAR, NOLA, or ANA

by Lynne Andrade

Three databases on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end
computer use SPIRES/PRISM software: the
UCAR Scientists' Technical Areas of Research
(USTAR), NCAR Online Library Access (NOLA),
and Access to NCAR Archives (ANA). When you
access one of these databases, you may receive an
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error message that states "Virtual machine capacity
exceeded" when you attempt to search the
database. Each IBM 4381 user has a virtual
machine storage allocation assigned when the
account is first established. This allocation may be
too small to accommodate the database software.
If you receive this error message, you can change
the size of your own virtual machine storage.

To determine how much storage is currently
available on your virtual machine, log on to the
IBM 4381 (IO) computer, wait for the ready
prompt, then type:

query storage <return>
Your screen displays the storage size of your
account in kilobytes. For example:

The Consulting Office recommends that all IBM
4381 users who access the USTAR, NOLA, or
ANA databases have 2048 kilobytes of virtual
storage. Other IBM 4381 users are encouraged to
set their virtual machine storage size to 1216
kilobytes.

This article provides two different methods for
modifying your virtual machine storage size. The
first method applies only to your current logon
session, and the second method changes the default
virtual machine storage size assigned to your
account.

Making a temporary change in virtual
machine storage

Note: If you use this method after accessing one
or more temporary disks, the system will lose track
of the device address and device mode of your
temporary disk(s). The following instructions
include the procedure for re-accessing any
temporary disks in use.

To change your virtual machine storage size for
the current logon session only:

1. If you are using any temporary disks,
determine their device address and device
mode by typing:

query disk <return>
The screen displays all disks available to your
account in the format shown on the screen
display below.

Write down the device address and device
mode for each of your temporary disks. All
temporary disks are identified as "TEMP" in
the LABEL column of the display. The device
addresses are listed in the CUU column, and
the device modes are listed in the M column.
In this example, the first temporary disk is
identified as 500 C and the second is 501 D.

2. Begin your virtual machine storage change by
typing:

define storage 2048k <return>
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3. Implement the change by rebooting your
virtual machine. When "CP READ" appears
in the lower right corner of your screen, type:

ipl cms <retum>
Wait for "VM READ" to appear in the lower
right corner of your screen, then type:

begin <return>
This completes the reboot process.

4. Wait for the ready prompt, then verify that the
change has been implemented by typing:

query storage <retum>
The system should display the virtual machine
size you specified in Step 2.

5. If you are using temporary disks, you must
now re-access them. Using the example
provided in Step 1, you would type:

access 500 c <return>
access 501 d <return>

When you log off from this session, your virtual
machine storage size returns to the default size
when you log in the next time.

Making a permanent change in virtual
machine storage

Note: You cannot use this method after accessing
any temporary disks. To implement the permanent
change, you must log off and log back on again,
resulting in the loss of any temporary disks.

To change your default virtual machine storage
size:

1. Begin your change by typing:
vmsecure maint storage 2048k <retum>

The system verifies that you have the authority
to make this change by requesting that you
enter your logon password. Type your
password.

2. Implement the change by logging off the
system. Type:

logoff <return>

3. Verify that the change has been implemented
by logging on, waiting for the ready prompt,
then typing:

query storage <return>
The system should display the virtual machine
storage size you specified in Step 1.

If you have questions about these procedures,
please ask an SCD consultant. You may use any
of the contact methods shown on the back cover of
this newsletter. For questions about the databases
or SPIRES/PRISM software, contact Carol
Chatfield by phone at (303) 497-1178 or by e-mail
at ncarlib@ncar.ucar.edu.

Lynne Andrade is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

Help bring USTAR up to date

by Carol Chatfield

The USTAR online database is now being
updated. If you are on the UCAR/NCAR
scientific staff, please scan your entry in the
USTAR database for completeness and
accuracy. Your record should contain your
name, scientific areas of research, work
address and phone number, and your e-mail
address. If your entry is missing or inaccurate,
please update it using the USTAR
questionnaires now available in each division
office.

USTAR is accessible to all UCAR/NCAR staff
and scientists at affiliated universities. It may
be searched in the NCAR Library or at your
workstation. For more information about
logging on to USTAR, contact Carol Chatfield
by phone at (303) 497-1178 or by e-mail at
ncarlib@ncar.ucar.edu.

Carol Chatfield is the technical services librarian
with the NCAR Library.
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July 28, 1989

by Carl Mohr, Robin Vaughan, and Brian
Bevirt

SCDUG chairman Carl Mohr (ATD) called the
meeting to order.

Report from SCD-Bill Buzbee

Seventy-two users have registered for the 1989
SCD user conference being held August 9-11.
With SCD staff members attending, there will be
more than 100 participants.

The June, July, and August 1989 issue of the SCD
Computing News will be combined into a
"summer issue" and will be available in a few
weeks. The summer issue will be a good
reference volume for NCAR users interested in
information about networking and data
communications.

The queue statistics for the Dicomed film recorder
(MASnet node D1) are now available on the IBM
4381 (IO) computer and all UNIX nodes on the
MASnet.

The number of users computing with the
Background 2 (BG2) class on the CRAY X-MP/48
computer is growing and therefore BG2 job
turnaround time has been increasing. Some users
have been dropping their BG2 jobs and
resubmitting them in higher priority classes.
Buzbee reminded NCAR users that BG2 is a good
class for their supercomputing jobs and that they
should be prudent in using higher priority classes
for faster turnaround.

Shavano continues to serve more users. Current
SCD priorities for this computer include:
1. make the fastpath connection operational

between the Mass Storage System (MSS) and
shavano,

2. provide a capable batch facility,
3. install the UNICOS general performance tools,

and
4. provide good consulting services to users,

especially for setting up initial user
environments.

Linda Bath (CGD) noted that when her group runs
the Community Climate Model (CCM1) at high-
resolution on shavano during the day (when other
users are also running jobs), shavano's hard disk
capacity nears its limit. Dick Valent (SCD) has
been compiling reports of shavano problems and
noted that most users he has contacted have
reported disk space problems and MSS transfer
delays.

Shavano has 4.8 gigabytes of disk storage, which
is one-fourth of the disk capacity of the CRAY
X-MP/48. When the disks fill up, users find that
their jobs will not execute or that shavano slows
down. This problem is then compounded by
shavano's reliance on the fully saturated Mass
Storage Control Processor (MSCP) for access to
data. Since the fastpath connection between
shavano and the MSS is not yet operational,
shavano must wait for the MSCP to service
requests for moving data from disk to the MSS.
As demands on the MSCP increase, it often
becomes too busy to move data to and from the
MSS quickly enough for shavano's needs. Buzbee
noted that the acquisition of more disks or a Solid-
state Storage Device (SSD) for shavano would cost
too much for SCD's budget, but the fastpath
connection to shavano will help by allowing data
to bypass the MASnet and the MSCP.

In another effort to improve access to the MSS,
SCD hopes to purchase a Storage Tek Silo tape
cartridge system to handle large files and relieve
some of this congestion. There are approximately
500 of the robotic Silo systems currently operating
in the field. With an average access time of
approximately 11 seconds, the Silo system is
slower than MSS or Cray disk storage. SCD
would use the Silo system as a component of the
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MSS. Herb Poppe (SCD) asked when the Silo
system might be installed and Bernie O'Lear
answered that if NSF approves the SCD proposal,
it may be installed in December 1989.

Buzbee stated that SCD is collecting data for an
objective evaluation of supercomputing with the
UNIX operating system. SCD staff members are
discussing the conversion to UNICOS with the
staff at other supercomputing centers including Los
Alamos National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, and the Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center. In addition, IBM will
soon release a version of UNIX for IBM
mainframes called AIX/370. It will be supported
on the IBM operating systems designated VM/SP
5.0, VM/SP HPO 5.0, and VM/SP XA.

Mohr asked about the status of the AIX/370
operating system for the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end
computer. It was noted that NCAR is currently
running VM/SP HPO 5.0 on the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer to prepare for when SCD
receives AIX/370. AIX/370 is currently being
tested at a variety of institutions, and it is expected
to be generally available early in calendar year
1990.

Mohr asked about the investigation into high-
resolution scanners and digitizers being conducted
by Pete Peterson (SCD). Peterson has been
conducting a market survey of these peripherals
for use with NCAR Graphics and for storing data
contained in graphs and charts. Other SCDUG
members present pointed out that this investigation
needs to consider the hardware in combination
with the supporting software tools and the
compound document formats available.

Basil Irwin (SCD) reported that two new
commands have been added to the Sun/UNIX

Dicomed Online Operating System (SUDOOS).
Users of the SUDOOS graphics facilities in SCD
may now use the plottg and makrastg commands
for making slides. The plottg command provides
a simplified method for systems on the MASnet,
and systems that use MIGS to submit metafiles to
the SUDOOS text-and-graphics server for
recording graphical data on film. The makrastg
command translates, colors, and assembles a
variety of raster image files into NCAR Raster
Interchange Format (NRIF) records, then submits
them to SUDOOS for the production of 35-mm
slides.

Future agenda

SCDUG members decided to cancel the August
meeting due to its proximity to the SCD user
conference. The September meeting will include a
summary of the SCD user conference.

Carl Mohr is the SCDUG chair; Robin Vaughan is the
Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology Division
representative to SCDUG; Brian Bevirt is a writer/
editor in the Documentation Group within the SCD User
Services Section.
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The following list includes acronyms and terms used in this issue and in the NCAR computing environment.

ACD NCAR Atmospheric Chemistry Division
ACM Association for Computing Machinery
AIX IBM's UNIX-based operating system
AIX/370 IBM's UNIX-based operating system for mainframe computers
ANA Access to NCAR Archives, an online database
ANSI American National Standards Institute
ATD NCAR Atmospheric Technology Division
BITNET Because It's Time Network, an international wide area network primarily for IBM

computers at educational and research institutions
CAL Cray Assembly Language
CAPP Center for Applied Parallel Processing
CCM Community Climate Model
CGD NCAR Climate and Global Dynamics Division
CGM Computer Graphics Metafile
CML Common Mathematical Libraries
CMS Conversational Monitor System, an IBM operating system
COS Cray Operating System
CP Control Program, the controlling component of the IBM operating system VM
CPU Central Processing Unit
CX CRAY X-MP/48 computer at NCAR
Dicomed Online graphic recorder used at NCAR for producing graphical output on film
DOS Disk Operating System, the operating system used for IBM PCs and clones
dsl Distributed Software Libraries
EQC E-mail Query/Change utility
FAL Short form of IBM 5798-FAL, a TCP/IP communications package for IBM mainframes
Fastpath Common name for NCAR Local Data Network, a dedicated link for transferring large

amounts of data very quickly between the MSS and the Cray computers at NCAR
FCCSET Federal Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and Technology
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FRICC Federal Research Intemrnet Coordinating Committee
FTP File Transfer Protocol
GAU General Accounting Unit; used in charging for computing services at NCAR
GKS Graphical Kernel System
HAO NCAR High Altitude Observatory
idt Image Display Tool
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
INO Institute for Naval Oceanography
Intemrnet A collection of interconnected regional and wide area networks that use the IP protocol
I/O Input/Output
IRJE Intemet Remote Job Entry

ISO International Standards Organization
JCL Job Control Language
MASnet NCAR's Mainframe and Server Network (formerly the NCAR Local Network)
Mbps Megabits per second
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MEF Master E-mail File
MIGS MASnet Intemrnet Gateway System
MMM NCAR Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology Division
MSCP Mass Storage Control Processor at NCAR
MSS Mass Storage System at NCAR
Mw Megawords
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NCSA National Center for Supercomputing Applications
NOLA NCAR Online Library Access, an online database
NQS Network Queuing System
NREN National Research and Education Network
NRIF NCAR Raster Interchange Format
NSF National Science Foundation
NSFNET National Science Foundation Network
OIES Office for Interdisciplinary Earth Studies
OLR Outgoing Longwave Radiation
PACX Private Automated Computer exchange, NCAR's port selection device that automatically

assigns users to an available port on the NCAR computer of their choice
PC Personal Computer
PHIGS Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System
RFP Request for Proposals
RIB Research Internet Backbone
RSCS Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem
SCD NCAR Scientific Computing Division
SCDUG Scientific Computing Division Users Group
SIGARCH Special Interest Group on Computer Architecture
SLATEC Mathematical software library from Sandia National Laboratory, Los Alamos National

Laboratory, and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory Technical Exchange Committee
SSD Cray Solid-state Storage Device at NCAR
SST Sea Surface Temperature
SUDOOS Sun/UNIX Dicomed Online Operating System
SVG Scientific Visualization Group in SCD's Distributed Computing Section
T1 A term for a digital carrier facility used to transmit digital signals at 1.544 Mbps
T3 A term for a digital carrier facility used to transmit digital signals at 45 Mbps
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
TN3270 A program on a remote host that provides IBM 3270 emulation, allowing interactive

access to IBM mainframe computers via the Intemrnet
UCAR University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
UNICOS UNIX-based Cray Operating System
UNIX A multitasking, multi-user computer operating system written in a high-level language

and originally developed at AT&T's Bell Laboratories
USTAR UCAR Scientists' Technical Areas of Research, an online database
VMS Virtual Memory System, a Digital Equipment Corporation operating system
VM/SP Virtual Machine/System Product, an IBM operating system
X Window Shortened form of X Window System, a network-based windowing system for

workstations
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July 1989
GAU

Scientist Project Title

Michael E. Schlesinger
Oregon State University

Aaron Goldman
David G. Murcray
University of Denver

David G. Murcray
University of Denver

David D. Houghton
University of Wisconsin

at Madison

John L. Stanford
Iowa State University

Maria Flatau
Colorado State University

Timothy J. Dunkerton
Northwest Research Associates

Kerry A. Emanuel
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Kenneth M. Chick
University of Michigan

William H. Raymond
University of Wisconsin at Madison

Kok-Seng Yap
Florida State University

Michael David Moran
Colorado State University

Chia-Bo Chang
Texas Tech University

Research on CO2-induced climate
change

Laboratory spectra of atmospheric
trace gases

IR spectral measurements of atmospheric
constituents

Simulation and analysis of symmetric
instability

Modeling the 40-50 day oscillation

Instability of horizontally and vertically
sheared parallel flow

Nonlinear instabilities of rotating,
stratified shear flow

Observational studies of tropical
cyclogenesis

Light scattering in a cometary
atmosphere

Comparison of semi-Langrangian
schemes

Impact of a Newtonian assimilation on
initialization prediction in a tropical
mesoscale model

Mesoscale atmospheric dispersion
experiment modeling

The diabatic effects of atmospheric
radiation on the development of severe
storms in the South-central United States:
A numerical weather prediction study

Note: The NCAR review procedures may result in a request being supported at a lower level than requested.

JoAn Knudson (SCD) compiles the allocation information.
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Request Allocation

6.0

13.4

19.0

13.5

8.0

10.0

50.0

1.0

18.0

20.0

20.0

48.0

25.0

6.0

13.4

19.0

13.5

8.0

10.0

50.0

1.0

18.0

20.0

20.0

48.0

25.0
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August 1989
GAU

Scientist

Michael E. Schlesinger
Oregon State University

Dale B. Haidvogel
The Johns Hopkins University

Roger A. Pielke
Colorado State University

Tsutomu Takahashi
Kyushu University (Japan)

George Kallos
Colorado State University

Ian Geoffrey Watterson
C.S.I.R.O. (Australia)

Xubin Zeng
Colorado State University

John E. Geisler
John D. Horel
University of Utah

Lorenzo Polvani
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

Tom H. Zapotocny
University of Wisconsin-

Madison

Juanzhen Sun
University of Oklahoma

Ernest M. Agee
Purdue University

Harshvardhan
Purdue University

Project Title Request Allocation

GCM cloud parameterization 18.0

(OCE) A balanced model of the gyre- 40.0
scale ocean circulation

Mesoscale atmospheric studies 5.0

Warm rain study in Hawaii 15.0
-rain duration

Mesoscale modeling of terrain-
forced circulations

The effect of synoptic disturbances
on Antarctic polar stratospheric
clouds and ozone

Climatic data processing

Large-scale circulation over the
tropical Americas

(OCE) Geostrophic vortex dynamics

Simulation and analysis of
isentropic dynamic vorticity

Four-D assimilation for storm
prediction using single-Doppler
radar

Turbulent convective heat flux
budget

Parameterization of radiation
for atmospheric models

2.0

3.0

45.0

50.0

20.0

45.0

50.0

50.0

49.7

18.0

40.0

5.0

15.0

2.0

3.0

45.0

50.0

20.0

45.0

50.0

20.0

49.7

OCE: These allocations were made from the 10% of SCD's computing resources earmarked for University
Oceanography.

Note: The NCAR review procedures may result in a request being supported at a lower level than requested.

JoAn Knudson (SCD) compiles the allocation information.
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An index of articles from the past 12 months appears in each issue. The issue date and page number follow
the article titles.

Charging-GAUs--Job Classes
Alternatives to BG1 job class for quicker turnaround,

2/89, p.13

Charges for MIMPORT/MEXPORT, 2/89, p.14

Charges to be instituted for IBM 4381 front-end
computer use, 5/89, p.1 2

Cray job class changes, 10/88, p.22

Execution slots for the CRAY X-MP/48 computer
changed, 3/89, p.9

MIMPORT/MEXPORT charges implemented, 3/89,
p.12

MP2 job class requires new code; runs during new
times; has lower minimum GAU charge, 3/89, p.10

MSS charging formula clarified, 5/89, p.13
Price reduced for tape and cartridge shipping, 3/89, p.13
Scheduling multitasking jobs for the CRAY X-MP/48,

2/89, p.5

Conferences
Site Liaison Workshop held for users, 10/88, p.3

Symposium gives new perspectives on mass storage,
5/89, p.5

Cray Computers
AIX, a possible operating system for an IBM computer

as a front end to the CRAY X-MP/18, 3/89, p.1 8

Alternatives to BG1 job class for quicker turnaround,
2/89, p.1 3

Blank compression of Cray-formatted datasets, 4/89,
p.28

CFT77 compiler changes scheduled, 12/88, p.1 1

CFT77 compiler Release 3.0 becomes default October
21, 10/88, p.21

CMS crayque exec updated, 5/89, p.1 3

Commonly occurring Cray error codes, 1/89, p.1 9

CRAY-1A computer decommissioned, 2/89, p.13

CRAY-1A computer departing, 1/89, p.1 6

CRAY-1A Serial Number 003 to be decommissioned,
1/89, p.3

CRAY X-MP/18 computer with UNICOS arriving
soon; networking ethics, 1/89, p.2

Drop jobs from Cray queues with the DROPJQ Cray
utility, 3/89, p.10

Dynamic sharing of SSD resources implemented, 12/88,
p.1 1

Execution slots for the CRAY X-MP/48 computer
changed, 3/89, p.9

How to drop Cray jobs with the kill command, 4/89,
p.2 0

How to use DROPJQ to drop Cray jobs, 4/89, p.17
Implementation plan for Cray computer running

UNICOS, 1/89, p.2 2

Interactive experiences on shavano, summer 89, p.9 9

IRJE: Eighteen months old, summer 89, p.4 6

List your expiring MSS datasets with a Cray job, 5/89,
p.18

MIGS as NCAR access method receives high marks
from users, summer 89, p.4 8

New DISPOSE procedure with MASnet change, 10/88,
p.19

Saturation increases job turnaround time on CRAY
X-MP/48 computer, 3/89, p.9

Scheduling multitasking jobs for the CRAY X-MP/48,
2/89, p.5

Shavano-An image of things to come, 4/89, p.8
Staff pays last respects to CRAY-1A computer, 2/89,

p.3
Technical Advisory Committee offers recommendations

for Cray computer with UNICOS, 3/89, p.17
Tracking down run-time errors, 12/88, p.1 9

Two methods for debugging large programs, 10/88,
p.24

Users find IRJE streamlines remote supercomputing,
summer 89, p.4 5

X Window System running on shavano, summer 89,
p.93

Documentation
User Documentation Catalog, Version 2.0, May 1989 is

the most recent listing of all documents SCD
recommends for NCAR computer users. To obtain a
copy of the Catalog, see "SCD UserDocs, Manuals/
Output Mailing" in the Services Directory on the
back cover of this newsletter.

Electronic Mail
Central post office computer now handling Telemail

and Omnet mail, 12/88, p.1 7

E-mail improvements for diskless workstations, 2/89,
p.1 5

E-mail routing at NCAR, 11/88, p.3
How to change your alias in the NCAR e-mail

database, summer 89, p.78
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Mail queue warnings implemented, 1/89, p.17
MILNET mailbridges disabled, 1/89, p.18

NCAR's unique e-mail system, summer 89, p.76
New and improved Services Directory, summer 89,

p.80
New path for sending e-mail to IBM 4381 (10)

computer users, summer 89, p.77
Obtaining programming assistance via e-mail, summer

89, p.81
Recent developments in NCAR e-mail, 10/88, p.9

Sending and receiving mail and files on the IBM 4381,
11/88, p.1 5

Sending and receiving mail and files over the Internet
and BITNET from the NCAR IBM 4381 (10)
computer, 12/88, p.1 5

Graphics--Scientific Visualization
CGM translator for Xerox 4050 laser printers updated,

2/89, p.15

Color Dicomed recorder also produces black-and-white
output, 3/89, p.13

Color Dicomed system adds new parameters, 1/89, p.1 6

Friendly user period opens for color slide output, 12/88,
p.6

GFLASH now available on the Cray GKS libraries,
3/89, p.8

GGLNCAR graphics library changes, 2/89, p.1 2

How to check the Dicomed queues, summer 89, p.8 5

Interactive graphics over the Internet, summer 89, p.84
Large graphics metafiles may be held in queues for

Xerox 4050 laser printers, 5/89, p.1 4

Metafile manipulation utilities now support CGM,
12/88, p.1 8

NCAR and Digital Equipment Corporation begin joint
research project, 2/89, p.6

Options for graphics output from the NCAR Graphics
package, summer 89, p.8 2

PLT exec correction in CMS, 3/89, p.1 1

Progress of SUDOOS and color Dicomed film recorder,
1/89, p.2 3

Progress of the Scientific Visualization Group, 4/89,
p.30

Schedule announced for SUDOOS color film
processing, 5/89, p.1 5

Slide mounting available via SUDOOS, 4/89, p.2 1

Target date for color output is Thanksgiving, 11/88,
p.15

Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems,
11/88, p.8

Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems-
correction, 12/88, p.7

User groups established for text and graphics servers,
3/89, p.6

Xerox 4050 metafile translator has changed, 11/88, p.14

IBM 4381 (IO) Front-end Computer
AIX, a possible operating system for an IBM computer

as a front end to the CRAY X-MP/18, 3/89, p.1 8

Change your IBM 4381 front-end password, 10/88, p.2 2

Charges to be instituted for IBM 4381 front-end
computer use, 5/89, p.12

CMS commands added and modified on IBM 4381
computer, 5/89, p.1 1

CMS crayque exec updated, 5/89, p.13
CMS Release 4 now on IBM 4381, 12/88, p.12

FAL: A new system to access the IBM 4381, summer
89, p.6 3

FAL package offers access to the IBM 4381 computer
via the Internet, 5/89, p.1 5

Hints for using TN3270, summer 89, p.6 5

IBM users: Please remove the TDISK exec from your
PROFILE exec, 4/89, p.2 0

New path for sending e-mail to IBM 4381 (I0)
computer users, summer 89, p.77

Password changing procedure simplified for IBM 4381
computer, 5/89, p.13

PLT exec correction in CMS, 3/89, p.9

Sending and receiving mail and files on the IBM 4381,
11/88, p.1 5

Sending and receiving man and files over the Internet
and BITNET from the NCAR IBM 4381 (I0)
computer, 12/88, p.1 5

TN3270 program allows Internet access to IBM
mainframes, 5/89, p.1 6

Input/Output
How to change the delivery of your hardcopy output,

2/89, p.1 7

New policy for using half-inch magnetic tapes, 12/88,
p.5

Printing keywords to change, 10/88, p.2 2

Tape services provided by SCD, 2/89, p.10

Mass Storage System
Advisory committee helps set mass storage priorities,

3/89, p.3

Charges for MIMPORT/MEXPORT, 2/89, p.15
Duplicate MSS purge notices sent, 10/88, p.24

Gaining experience with MIMPORT/MEXPORT, 3/89,
p.15

List your expiring MSS datasets with a Cray job, 5/89,
p.18

MEXPORT/MIMPORT, 12/88, p.23
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MIMPORT/MEXPORT charges implemented, 3/89,
p.12

MIMPORT/MEXPORT enhancements implemented,
2/89, p.14

MIMPORT/MEXPORT facility ready for general use,
12/88, p.8

MIMPORT/MEXPORT headers easier to read, 4/89,
p.21

MIMPORT/MEXPORT requests may be delayed, 3/89,
p.12

MIMPORT/MEXPORT will replace CRAY-1A tape
facility, 1/89, p.16

MSS charging formula clarified, 5/89, p.13
New operating system installed, 10/88, p.24
Old method of sending MSS purge notices

discontinued, 12/88, p.12

Microcomputers
NCSA software packages offer TCP/IP to Macintosh

users, summer 89, p.66
SCD office support team networks small computers for

UCAR, summer 89, p.51
SCD supports asynchronous communications packages

for PC users, summer 89, p.73

NCAR News
Administrative Computing Services, 11/88, p.19
Computing at the Research Aviation Facility, 12/88,

p.25
Jenne recognized for data support, 4/89, p.6

NCAR and Digital Equipment Corporation begin joint
research project, 2/89, p.6

New directory of climatologists available, 1/89, p.11
Rick Anthes appointed UCAR president, 11/88, p.7
Roberts receives United Nations Leadership Award,

5/89, p.3
Serafin appointed director of NCAR, 5/89, p.4
Software engineering application at NCAR, 11/88, p.18

Networking and Data Communications
Advantages offered by File Transfer Protocol, summer

89, p.6 2

BITNET and CSNET to merge, 4/89, p.23
BITNET at NCAR, 10/88, p.1 8

Call for ethical standards in networking issued, 1/89,
p.ll

CMS Kermit updated, 10/88, p.26

Complete list of phone numbers for Telenet access,
summer 89, p.75

CRAY X-MP/18 computer with UNICOS arriving
soon; networking ethics, 1/89, p.2

Directory of UCAR scientists now online, 1/89, p.7

Distributed Software Libraries-Now available over the
Internet, summer 89, p.53

FAL: A new system to access the IBM 4381, summer
89, p.63

FAL package offers access to the IBM 4381 computer
via the Internet, 5/89, p.15

Glossary of Networking Terms and Acronyms, summer
89, p.6

Hints for using TN3270, summer 89, p.65
How to use "anonymous FTP" accounts, summer 89,

p.59
Information resources for networking and data

communications, summer 89, p.88

Interactive experiences on shavano, summer 89, p.99
Interactive graphics over the Internet, summer 89, p.84
IRJE: Eighteen months old, summer 89, p.4 6

Local T1 data and communications network to be
installed, 10/88, p.27

Marla Meehl: Strengthening SCD's data
communications, 10/88, p.10

MASnet/Internet Gateway Server now available, 10/88,
p.13

Merit's new topology brings higher capacity, better
service, summer 89, p.29

MIGS as NCAR access method receives high marks
from users, summer 89, p.48

NCAR pioneers USAN, summer 89, p.33
NCSA software packages offer TCP/IP to Macintosh

users, summer 89, p.66
Networking and data communications at NCAR-A

technical overview, summer 89, p. 14

Networking ethics and etiquette, summer 89, p.70

Networking standards evolving in a complex
environment, summer 89, p.31

New PACX access for RL6 and Jeffco added, 1/89,
p.15

NSFNET update: Measuring the size of the Internet,
12/88, p.14

Obtaining SCD documents via anonymous FTP,
summer 89, p.61

Partnership between supercomputing and networks,
The, summer 89, p.4

Profile of SCD's Networking and Data
Communications Group, A, summer 89, p.35

Remote access paths for using NCAR facilities, summer
89, p.25

SCD Internet/SPAN gateway operational, 10/88, p.15

SCD Maintenance Group: The people who keep our
systems working, The, summer 89, p.42

SCD supports asynchronous communications packages
for PC users, summer 89, p.73
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Sending and receiving mail and files over the Internet
and BITNET from the NCAR IBM 4381 (10)
computer, 12/88, p.15

Setting up your .ntwkpanns file, summer 89, p.90
Submitting batch jobs to SCD computing resources,

2/89, p.8
T1 network fully operational, summer 89, p.67
T1 network installed, 1/89, p.5
Telenet WATS numbers changed, 12/88, p.1 5

TN3270 program allows Internet access to IBM
mainframes, 5/89, p.16

USAN expands to eight sites, 12/88, p.1 2

Users find IRJE streamlines remote supercomputing,
summer 89, p.4 5

User's network at NCAR--UCARnet, The, summer 89,
p.20

Usernames change for Cray jobs submitted via IRJE,
summer 89, p.6 9

Workarounds for problems with Multinet and CMU
TCP/IP packages, 4/89, p.2 2

X Window System running on shavano, summer 89,
p.93

SCD News
Advisory committee helps set mass storage priorities,

3/89, p.3
CAPP receives 8K Connection Machine, 10/88, p.6

Contribute your ideas to the next-generation computing
center at NCAR, 4/89, p.13

CRAY-1A computer decommissioned, 2/89, p.13
CRAY-1A computer departing, 1/89, p.16

CRAY-1A Serial Number 003 to be decommissioned,
1/89, p.3

Documentation Advisory Committee, 12/88, p.2 6

Documentation Advisory Committee releases report,
12/88, p.3

Jenne recognized for data support, 4/89, p.6

Marc Nelson: 1951-1989, 5/89, p.10

New and improved Services Directory, summer 89,
p.80

Passwords-Time for a change, 4/89, p.1 2

Price reduced for tape and cartridge shipping, 3/89, p.13
Profile of SCD's Networking and Data

Communications Group, A, summer 89, p.3 5

Progress of the Scientific Visualization Group, 4/89,
p.30

Public review approaches for new draft of Fortran
standard, 4/89, p. 13

Read the dailyb for latest news, 3/89, p.11
SCD Maintenance Group: The people who keep our

systems working, The, summer 89, p.4 2

SCD office support team networks small computers for
UCAR, summer 89, p.51

SCD visitors' area upgraded, 11/88, p.6

Shavano-An image of things to come, 4/89, p.8

Software libraries
Cray software changed for LSODE, LSODI, and

SSORT, 4/89, p.15
Distributed Software Libraries-Now available over the

Internet, summer 89, p.53
FISHPAK to be separated from LOCLIB and

$NCARLB, 1/89, p.13

GFLASH now available on the Cray GKS libraries,
3/89, p.8

GGLNCAR graphics library changes, 2/89, p.1 2

IFIRAN preprocessor updated, 4/89, p.16

Name change for MUDPACK, 3/89, p.8

NCAR introduces ODEPACK, 11/88, p.1 1

New version of SLATEC being released, 4/89, p.15
Status of IMSL Edition 10.0, 1/89, p.1 4

VMCON to be removed from LOCLIB, 2/89, p.1 2
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
O Add to mailing list E Delete from mailing list I Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number. Phone number

Send to: User Information, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000.

Trademarks: CRAY, SSD, and UNICOS are registered trademarks, and CFT, CFT77, COS, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of Cray Research,
Inc. DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. HYPERchannel is aregistered trademark of Network Systems Corp. IBM
is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. Microsoft is a registered trademark
of Microsoft Corp.; PageMaker is a registered trademark of Aldus Corp.; PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.; and UNIX
is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of that company or product
to the exclusion of others.
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SCD SERVICES DIRECTORY
PHONE

CONTACT (303) E-MAIL

General Information
SCD Consulting Office Consultant on Duty 497-1278 consultl
SCD Visitor/User Information 497-1225 scdinfo
SCD Course Enrollment 497-1225 scdinfo
Graphics Software Purchase Information 497-1201 scdinfo
Data Communications/Networking Maria Meehl 497-1301 marla
Project & User Number Assignment Rosemary Mitchell 497-1235 rosemary

Computing Resource Applications JoAn Knudson 497-1207 knudson
SCD Computing News Editor Brian Bevirt 497-1249 brianb
NCAR Switchboard 497-1000

Operations Information
Computer Operations Bob Niffenegger 497-1240 niff
Machine Room Oper. Supervisor 497-1200 opi
Graphics Operations Andy Robertson 497-1241/42 andy
Tape Librarian Sue Jensen 497-1245 sue
SCD Userpocs, Manuals/Output Mailing Mary Buck 497-1232 maryb

SENDING ELECTRONIC MAIL TO NCAR STAFF: Using the address names listed in the e-mail column
above, please consult the appropriate information given below based on the network you are using:

" Internet address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (IP node 128.117.64.4)
Examples:

SCD IBM 4381 (CMS): note consultl at ncar.ucar.edu
UNIX: mail consultl@ncar.ucar.edu

" BITNET users: To send e-mail to NCAR. staff, use the Internet address given above. Please
consult your system administrator for the exact syntax.

" SPAN address: NSFGW::"name@ncar.ucar.edu" (DECNET node 9580 or 9.364)
" Telemail/OMNET address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (for the Internet address)

For further information on e-mail, please see the Userpoc, "Using the NCAR E-mail System."
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